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IIEROES OF THE CI-IITRAL SIEGE.
C H A P T E R I.
IIO\\' TIIE TROUBLE BEGAN.

I? the gallant band of heroes that held
thc fort a t Chitral for those fortysix terrible days, the names of
Robertson, Campbell, Townshend,
Gurdon, Harley, and Whitchurch, must make
the heart of every scl~oolboythrill.
U p among the mountains, by which India
is boullded on the north, reaching up to t h e
range of the Ilindu Kush, lies the Chitral territory, a country about the size of Wales.
The Chitralis are hardy hillmen, bold riders,
strong swimmers. A light-hearted, merry people,
they are devoted to games, and all of them love
a dance. Every village has its polo ground.
They play polo for hours together on their wiry
little ponies, and the game always winds u p
with a clancc.
It is a beautif111 country, too, surroundccl b y
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its great grand hills. And in the fertile valleys
fruit and flowers abound. Plums, cherries, pcaches,
and grapes grow there. T h e climbing rose, the
pomegranate, and the honcysuclrle are fou~ldin
rich prof~~sion.And the golden oriole, with its
black-barred wings, flits silently Irom tree to tree.
The king or ruler of Chitral is lcnorvn by the
title of Mehtar, and lives in the Chitral fort
with his wivcs and their families. Chitral is the
name of the capital town of the territory as well.
Shakespeare says, " Uneasy lies the head that
wears a crown." And an Afghan proverb says
that " ICings slcep on )an ant-hill." If that is
so, the Mehtar of Chitral has been no exceptio~l
to the rule. For thc Mehtar is ever in danger
of his life-the murderer's tulwar lurlring in a
son's or brother's hand ready at the first opportunity to strike the blow. So it is a common
thing for the new Rlehtar to kill or send into
cxile all relations that have a direct right to the
Mehtarship, in order, as boys say, "to save his
own skin."
The clisputes of the late Mehtars, tlicir
treachery and murders, brought about the great
Chitral Campaign.
This was how the ql~arrclsbcgan. I n 1892
Aman-ul-Mullr, the great hlelitar of Chitral, died
-died quietly in his bed. And that is such a
rvonderftll thing for a Mehtar of Chitral, that
the Chitralis believe he was secrctly poisoned.
He was callcd the "Great Mehtar " on account
of the cotlquests he made. He was, moreover, a
powerful ruler-l~owerful in mind ancl in body.
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No one had dared t o lift a hand against him,
and hc had reigned many years. On his accession to the mehtarship he had murdcrccl all his
relations-his brother, Shes Afzul, alone escaping
to Cabul, tvl~erehe lived in exile all the time
his brother reigned.
Well, Aman-ul-Mullt mas dead. H e left
Echind him sixteen or scventecil sons, and evcsy
one knew that a great strife would now take
place between the brothers for the mel~tarship.
The two eldest sons, Nizam-ul-Mulk ancl
Afzul-ul-Mulk, had the strongest claims of all,
on account of the rank of their molhcr. Then
came their half-brothers, Amir-ul-Mull<, a youth
of nineteen, and Sl~uja-ul-Mulk, a bright little
lad of ten.
The other brothers were of lower grades, on
accouilt of the lower ranlr of their mothersthe Mehtar of Chitsal having several wives.
Nizam-ul-Mull<, the eldcst son, was away when
his fathetdied ; so Afzul, then present at Chitral,
scizecl tl<e mehtarship, and Nizam fled for r e f ~ ~ g e
to the British Agent a t Gilgit, two hundred and
twenty milcs away. Afzul-ul-Mulk now thought
he was quite safe. I-Iis rival, Nizam, was gone.
Amir-ul-Mullr was a weak fellow, without much
cllaracter, and little Shuja was a child. But he
had forgotten his uncle, Sher Afzul, living in
cxile all this time.
Sher Afzul came secrctly to Chitral with a
few sturdy followcrs when his nephe~vhad been
on the throne about two months. H e appeared
suddenly outside the fort wall at midnight, and
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effected a n entrance at the gate. A f ~ ~ l - ~ l - ~ ~ l l ~ ,
hearing t h e noise and confusion, r a n out and
was shot down directly.
Sher Afzul seized the rifles and ammunitionJand
was proclaimed Mehtar a t once by t h e Chitralis,
who are a very changeable people. Besides,
Sher Afzul was powerful-and the brother of
the old powerful Mehtar. Moreover, h e promised
houses ancl lands and rich gifts to all, and
became the idol of the people. T h e n suddenly
Nizam-ul-Mulk, who had been away at Gilgit,
ihouglit of his rigbts, and made up his mind to
have his own. I l e crossed the frontier, and was
joined b y a large number of his old friends.
Shcr ATzul, hearing of his coming, sent a force
of over a thousand men to oppose him ; but
these, suddenly remembering their old love for
their Mehtar's eldest son, went over to hiin in
their versatility, and returned with llim t o fight
his uncle, Sher Afzul.
" T h e game is up," thought S11cr Rfzul, and flcd
back to his old place of exile.
Now Nizam-ul-Mullc: was very friendly t o the
British Government. He was a cultivated man,
with European tastes, and the Government of
India was willing to support him. A mission,
consisting of four or five English officers, was
sent t o Chitral to congratulate him, and t o
promise him the support that had been given
to old Aman-ul-Mulk.
Nizam-111-Mulk strengthened his position, and
reigned as R'Iehtar about one year. If h e bad
been more savage and less cultivated, h e ~vould

probably have put his half-brothcr Amir to
dcnth ; but, lcnowing that the British Govcrnment
did not cou~itenancetreachery and murder, he
let him live, and in one ycar reapcd the reward
of his lcniency.
Nizam-ul-hlulk was out hawking-a
sport
that the Mehtars love--in a wood ten or twelve
-milcs from Chitral, when his turban fell off his
head, and as lie stooped to piclc it up one of
the followers, at a sign from Amir, shot him in
the back, so that he fcll dead. The followers
shouted " Victory ! " flung thcir caps in the air,
and loudly hailed Amir as Mehtar.
Amir-ul-Mullc was but a pool:, weak youth,
and it is supposed that the murder of his halfbrother was suggested by Umra Khan, the
Chief of Jandol, who made sucll a figure in the
Chitral Campaign.
Umra ICllan is the brothcr-in-law of Amir-ulMullr, having married Amir's sister. And Amir
had lately bccn paying him a visit.
Umra Khan was a formidable chief. His
territory lay south of Chitral, and he was
always causing trouble by making inroads on
the Chitral villages bordering his own territory.
H e is a tall, powerful man, it is said, about
thirty-six years old, with a long thin face and
a big nose. He, too, got his chiefdom by
murdering his eldest brother, and was so
enter~rising that he annexed much land all
round to his ow11 territory, and became a
gcneral terror.
Now it hal3'pened that the political officer,
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Lieutellant Gurdon, was at the capital just then
with an escort of eight Silrhs. Immediately
after the murder of Nizam, Amir-ul-Mulk
llurried back to the capital and went to
Gurdon, who had talren up his quarters, for the
time, at a large housc not far from the fort,
lrnown as the political officer's housc, and
demanded to be recognized as Mehtar.
I have no power to recognize you a s Mehtar,"
said Gurdon, "until the Government of India
givcs me instructions."
Amir was wild with excitement. T h e thought
of tvaitiilg for the decision of the Government
was intolerable t o him.
, "Promise me that
I shall be recogi~ized,"
said he in a threatening way.
" I can but write and lay your claim before
the British Agent in Gilgit," answered Gurdon.
And he ~vrotethe letter.
But Ainir got hold of the letter. " I t shall
not go," he cried, bubbling over with excited
rage, "until you give me your promise."
"My promise will not be binding on the
Government," said Gurdoi~,quietly ; "but in all
probability you will be recognized, for the
Governmeilt does not interfere with thc private
affairs of Chitral. But it will prejudice tlle
Government against you if you show distrust of
them by stopping my letters now."
Amir-ul-Mullr was in a frenzy. I n his weakness and his great excitement, too, he c ~ u l d
not loolr far ahead. I l e could not let the letter
go. Ile would have Gurclon's promise.

I-IOW THE TROUBLE BEGAN.
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It was a terrible moment for the young
English soldier. H e had only eight men with
him. And they were alone amongst a band of
men ruled b y a rash, wcalr youth. A great
number of the Chitralis hated English influence.
What an easy thing it would have been for
them to fall upon this handf~11of men in
hundreds and murder them too!
Had Gurdon flinched or showed the slightest
fear, they would have fallen upon him in a
trice.
But he waited with the utmost coolness and
spokc with thc greatest tact, and the meeting
for that time was a t last dismissed.
Still the letter did not go.
T o make his position stronger, Gurdon sent
off for a reinforcement of fifty Sikhs belonging
to his escort that h e had lcft behind a t Mastuj,
sixty-five miles away from Chitral.
But they could not come to him in a moment.
Nearly a week must elapse before they could
reach him.
Durbars were held one after the other by
Amir-ul-Mullr and his followers, which Gurdon
had to attend, and, indeed, at the risk of his life.
It was a moment of peril when he boldly
stood out and insistcd that the letter should go.
The Chitralis were maddened with excitement.
Perhaps the cool, calm bearing of the gallant
soldier, standing unarmed heforc them, made
the least rash amongst them semembcr the stuff
of which the English are made, and to whom
they would have to answer for llis life.
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A lloisy discussion followed, and a t lazt,
unrvillingly, the letter was allowed to go.
Gurdon went baclc t o his house. I t was a
large oblong buildi~lgsurrounded by ~valls,and
there he quietly began to lay it1 stores, in case
of any filrther trouble. And then his fifty Sikhs
arrived at Chitral, having marched from Mastuj
their native officer, Gurmokh Singh. All
this time Amir-ul-Mullc had been doing business
on his own account. H e had a treacherous
heart himself, and thought that the British
would deal treacherously with him. H e wrote
to his brother-ill-law, Urnra Khan, told him
that Nizam's inurder had been accomplished,
but complained of Gurdon's hesitation in
acknowledging him Mehtar.
"So come up and help me to liclc the English,
and place me on my tl~rone,"was the substance
of his letter,
Up rose the Jandol Chief. Ilis fingers always
itched to meddle in a fighting. pie, and all over
the snowy inountains he made his way with a
force, notwithstanding that the British Government had warned him not to interfere with
Chitral affairs. The Goverilment knew Umra
I<hc.n better than ~mir-ul-Mullcdid.
I t was not lovc for his brother-in-law that
made him take that long journey in such severe
weather. Not a bit of it. T h e Chief of Jandol
had an eye to the Mehtarship himself.
"My brother-in-law is a weak young fool,"
t h o ~ ~ g hUmra
t
ICllan ; "and Chitral is without
leadcrs now,"
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There was 110 need to p u t the rest of his
tl1ought in words. I t would not be the first
time that the Janclol Chief had comlnitted
lnurcler to gain a throne.
He wrote t o Amir-ul-Mulk promising his
hell), atld 111arc11ed over thc great passes white
\\,it11 silow with a force of thrce thousand men.

MOVING I N T O TI,IE F O R T .
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N the mean time Gurdo~lwas waiting.
There was nothing to do but wait.
But it was an ailxious time waiting
for instructions from Gilgit.
A s soon as Mr. Kobcrtson, the British Agent,
got the letter he started for Chitral at once, ancl
after a long cold journey, arrived about thc end
of Jarluary to Gurdon's relief. I-Ie had wit11
him an escort of two hundred and eighty men of
the 4th ICashmir Riflcs, and thirty-three rncn
of the 14th Silihs, under Lieutenant I-Iarley.
Captain Campbell, Captain Baircl, and Dr.
Wl~itcl~urch
also accompallicd him.
One of MI*. Robertson's first acts Ivas to write
to Umra Khan, ordering hiin to procecd no
further icto ChitraI territory, but to return
immediately to Jandol.
The Government also ~varned Umra Khan
that, if h e did not clear out of Chitral territory
by the 1st of April, they would compel him
t o do so by force of arms. The Chitralis also
dreaded Umra Khan. They hated him and
his Pathanq whom thcy had always looked
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upon as thcir natural encmics, and they madc
l~reparations to prevent him from marching
f~~rtller
into their territory.
Amir-111-Mullc now found himself between
two fires. He was not in favour with the
English, and his own people despised him for
his wealcness; a large number could not forgive
him for his murder of Nizatn. So Amil; to
curry favour with them, sent off hastily to
Umra IChan, begging him to go back to JandoI
ancl take his artny with him.
"Not if I lc11ow it," thought the Jandol Chief.
" Ilaving come thus far, I sl~all go a little
furlher."
I-Ie was at1 ambitious man. The beautif111
Cllitral territory lay before him, and h e coveted
it for his own.
Nobody wanted him there. Mr. Robertson
had ordcrccl him back. The Govelmmcnt
threatencd to compel him. The Chitralis hated
him for his own sake. H e loolced rou~lcl on
his three tl~ousandmen, tvarriors every one of
them from their very boyl~ood. And the Jandol
Chief smiled.
"The Government will compel me ! Will they ?
They'll have to reach m e first." A n d Umra
Khan loolred back complacently on the snowcovered mountains, and thought grimly of tlle
awful passes the British would have to cross.
" Forward ! " was the order he gave his al-my,
ancl snapped his fingers a t the Governme~lt,
So on he marched, driving baclc those Chitralis
who came to oppose him, and talcing fort after
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fort; sor.1e by strength of arms, some b y the
treacl~eryof their governors, till he succecdec~
in capturing IGla Drosh, the principal fort 011
Cllitra]'s soutllern frontier, only twenty-four
miles from Chitral fort. The situation w a s
urave.
gcttin,fl ,
The political ofhcer's house, where Gurdon a n d
his escort had been living, and ~ r l l e r e t h e
other officers had joined him, was quite unsuitable for dcfence. Unfortunately, too, they
llad no guns with Illem, ancl Umra IChan's
army was equil~pecl with Martini-Henrys a n d
Sniders. Excellent shots, too, were these born
warriors.
" T h e best thing we can do is to move into
tlle fort," said Mr. Kobcrtson.
Captain Townshencl quite agreed wit11 him.
[ ( I t would'be impossible to make any sort of
rlelencc here," said he, running his eye over t h e
rambling old place.
So on the 10th of February the officers ancl
their men moved into the fort, to the great
indignation of Amir-ul-Mulk.
"Such an insult has never bcfore beer] offered
to the ladics of Ille Mehtar's l~ousel~old,"said
he haughtily. For, as it has beell s a i d before,
the wives and families of thc Mehtars had their
residence in the fort.
That could not be hclped. The fort was t h e
only place suitable for defence, I t was impossible for tlie British to move out of Cllitl-a1
till the difficulties had been settled and U m r a
Khan made to retire. Amir-ul-Mulk was
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recognized as Melltar provisio~lally only ; and,
indeed, guarded as a sort of prisoner.
There had beell living for many years at
Cllitral a native officer, Rab Nawaz Ichan, the
political news-writer in the pay of tlle Indian
Government. I-Ie kuew the Chitralis and their
changeable character well. H e was able to
give the British Agent much information, and,
of course, moved into the fort with the rest.
The stock of stores that Gurdon had been
laying up a t the political officer's house was all
carried illto the fort. And Fateh-Ali-Shah, a
Chitrali noble who was favourable to British
rule, helped them considerably by buying and
sending to the fort great supplies of grain.
But for Fatell-Ali-Shah, the garrison would
have been starved out before the siege was over.
H e also moved into the fort, with some thirty
or forty of the faithful Cbitralis.
Now the fort, for a fort, was not too grand a
place for defence. In the first place, it is built
in a hollow. Instead of comma~lditlgfrom a
height the neighbouring country around, it lies
low by the river bank with hills closing it round
on every side ; the very houses near it, and the
village, half a mile away, look down on the
Chitral fort.
It is about eighty yards square, with thick walls
rising twenty-five feet high, with a tower at each
corner twenty feet lqigher still than the walls,
and a fifth tower on the river side to guard the
water-way.
"That will be the main object of attack, if
C
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if we should be attacked," said Captain Townshend, pointing to the water-tower, which stood
about thirty yards away from the river. " W e
shall have to fight our way to the river, every
tilne we want water, across that open space."
"You would advise a covered w a y ? " asked
the British Agent.
" A covered way must be built right down
into the watei-, and a t otlce," said Captain
Townshend.
And he supcrintcndcd the building of a
covered way then alid there. It was a lucky
precaution, for there was no well inside the fort,
every drop of water 11avi11g to be fetched up
from the river.
"Those outhouses will be terribly in our way,"
suggested another oficer, calling attention to a
lot of outbuildings immediately outside the fort
walls. "If the enemy get a loclgmeilt there,
they could annoy 11s not a little."
"They must come down, should things come
to a serious pass. But-we inay not be attaclrcd
at all."
That was the general idea.
So far the greater number of the Chitralis
were on the side of the British, and ailxious to
oppose Umra Khan, when all at once news came
tbat Sher Afzul, the brother of the old Great
Mehtar, had e s c a ~ e dfrom Cabu'l and joined the
Jandol Chief at IGla Drosh. The C l ~ i t r a l ihad
~
nevcr cared for Amir-ul-Mull<. Sher Afzul was
a diiferenl: man altogether. I-ie uras the old
idol that: had promised them land ancl houses,
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ancl give11 rich gifts during the short month h e
reigned. If U ~ n r aI<han was going to help
S]lc;r Afzul to the Mehtarship, 111e Chitralis
would go ovcr t o his side.
Now the British Agent ki~clvthat Sher Afzul
would be a better ruler than the characterless
Amir-ul-Mulk, and at once entered illto comin~ui~ication
with him.
Slier Afzul took a high ancl mighty hand. I-Ic
was ~villingto be friends with the Gover~lment
011 the samc terms as the old Melltars, on conditi011 that the British Agent and his party should
evacuate t l ~ cfort ancl return a t once to Mastuj,
adding insolently"If these terms arc not accepted, t l ~ cChicf
of Jandol will adva~lcewith his army."
Now at this very time lncn were being sent
secretly to break the road between Chitral and
Agastuj, in thc hopes that the British iniglit be
induced to retire, when they could be sudde~lly
attacked a t a dreadfi~lplace where thc road
brcalcs off into an awful precipice.
Amir-ul-Mullc was in the secret too, and did
his bcst to persuade the British Agent to leave.
As for the poor foolisll youth. himself, he was
just a cat's-paw in thc hailds of his uncle and
Urnra I<han. The Jalldol Chicf, of course, preleilded to uphold Sher Afzul, whom the Chitralis
loved, but was quite piepared to get the Mchtarship for himself when the proper time sl~ould
corne.
Mr. Robcrtso~l replied wit11 dignity that it
was not in the pourer of the Jandol Chief to
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impose a Mehtar on Chitral without the sanction
of the Govcrninent ; that h e \vould inform t h e

Govcr~lmelltof Shel. Afzul's demands ; but if,
\\.l1ilewaiting the reply of the Govenlment, U m r a
I(lla11 chose t o advance, the consequences would
be on his ow11 head.
Amir-ul-Mullr, for his treachery, was a t once
dclIosed from his temporary position as Mehtar ;
and on the and of March a durbar was held,
and the youngcr brother, Shuja-ul-Mull<, was
recognized as ~ e h t a r .
Wit11 a quiet dignity the littlc lad received
tllc llo~nageof the nobles. Rut h e was grave,
it is said, and a little sad. Who could wonder a t
that? I-Ie was only ten years of age, but old
enough to realize, from the troubles around, t h a t
the Mebtarship was not a bed of roses.
In the evening thc band played in his honour,
salutes were fired, and the grandees of Chitral
came to acknowledge him. Captain Towllshend
was responsible for the safety of the little
Mehtar. Atld Amir-ul-Mullr was in the custody
of a guard of six men.
The British Agent then sent to Sher Afzul
that Amir-ul-Mulk was deposed and a prisoner,
that Shuja-ul-Mulk had been declared Mehtar,
and that he must a t once leave the territoly o r
come in and render homage to the new Mehtar.
Sher Afzul's answer was a gathering together
for battle ; h e advanced with a large force from
Kila Drosh, and toolc up a strong position among
the houses and behind the walls of a
village, within a mile and a half of the fort,

TIIE FIRST FIGHT.

HE news of Sher Afzul's whereabouts
was brought t o the fort late in the
afternoon of the next day.
" What is your advice ? " asked the
British Agent of Captain Campbell, who was in
command of the troops there.
" T o reconnoitre with as strong a force as we
can muster, and find out Sher Afzul's strength,"
was the prompt reply.
"It is half-past four o'clock," said Mr. Robertson,
" a l ~ dnot a moment to lose."
Two hundred men of the I<ashmir Rifles
were ordered out, Captain Campbell talting the
command. H e was accompanied also by
Townshend, Baird, Gurdon, and Dr.Whitchurchthe last with his native hospital assistants to
bind up wounds if required ; and bearers carrying
stretchers t o bring back the wounded, should
there be a fight.
Harley and his Silths were left to guard the
fort ; for who could tell whether the waverillg
Chitralis inside and the wavering Chitralis
outside, swarming in the little hamlets and

*
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big detached houscs round and about t h e fort,
that ~nalceup thc very irregular town of Chitral,
not suddcnly turn and attack .the placc
I\~hilethe majority of thc soldiers wcre away ?
"Quick march ! " The ordcr rings out sharl~.
And tramp, tramp, off thcy go. How many t o
their death ? A11d ~vhich? God knows. But
evelay lnan of thcin there anxious to d o his
duty-to the very stretcher-bearers.
If England expects every man to d o his
duty, India does too. There are oilly I~alfx
dozen white faces among that little band, and
those belong t o its leaders, who can trust their
Scpoys to the death.
TTramp,tramp, t r a m p ! Uphill steadily, uphill
all the way ; the fort u~lfortunatelylies behind
them in a hollow. The first hamlet, barely
llalf a mile away, is built on rising ground,
and 1001;s clonril on the fort.
I' Halt ! "
And now fifty men arc left behind to guard
thc road to the fort.
" Quicli inarch ! "
Off again l A smaller Land, srnnller b y fifty
no~v,go tramp, tramp, along the pat11 t o the
housc ~vlicre Gurdon and his escort first
livcd,
NOIV the place where Sher Afzul a n d his
force had sprcad themselves shelved down into
a rairille, and by the time they reached the
1)olitical officer's l~oouse they saLv a party of
men, about one hul~clredand fifty in number, on
the hillside on the right banlc of the ravine.
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They were carrying banners, which they waved
above their heads.
" I-Ialt ! " again. A n d Campbell gives the
order, and fifty mcn are detached, under the
command of Captain Baird, t o watch this littIe
party.
T h e band was reduced to one hundred now ;
and they march steadily on, with Campbell a t
their hcad, accornpatliecl by Townshend and
their own native officers, General Baj Singh,
Colonel Jagat Singh, and Major Bhilcam Singll.
Only one hundred men of the Icashmir
Rifles! They were raw troops. They had
never heard a shot fired by the encrny up to
this, their first battle l But they tramp off
steadily at the word of command-every man
deterrniaed to do his cl~ity-steadily on to meet
Sher Afzul's force, and scatter them if possible,
Baird, with his fifty men, looked up at the
party on the hill, three men t o every one of
his, shaking their flags' a s , if in defiance a t
him.
"Sir, they wave their banners in bravaclo.
They will not advance," said Rab Nawaz Khan,
the political news-writer, who had lived so many
years in Chitral, and who was with Raird's
party.
"Fire a single shot over their heads," was
Baisd's order, " a n d we shall see."
Whiz! Bang! Over their heads went the
bullet.
I11 a moment the answer came.
Bang 1
bang1 bang! on all sides. The party on
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the hill opened a heavy fire on Baird's handful
at the moutb of the ravine.
" Advance !I' was the order, and away the
fifty marched across the mouth of t h e ravine.
" Charge!" was the command, and up the
hillside they charged.
T h e enemy retreated before tllein, but lcept
on firing as they went.
Bang ! bang ! bang ! such a hot fire all
round.
T h e cnerny can shoot, and shoot straight,
too. Too straight ! Good Heavens, they havc
shot the leader down !
Not Baird ? Brave Baird ?
But it is Baird. And Dr. Whitchurch, bappily
with this party, ran to his assistance, and almost
echoed the dying leader's groan. For the
IVOLI~ICIwas mortal. Shot in the abdomen I
Dying, but not dead. " Gurdon ! "
Yes, Gurdon was there. Gurdon was there to
take the lead. A n d gallant Gurclon, we have seen
before, can keep a cool head on his shoulders.
Tenderly the doctor and the stretcher-bearers
lifted the dying officer into thc dhooly and
carried him to the rear.
And how was Campbell faring, with his untried ICashmir troops ?
They had reached a detached house in
which they were told Sher Afzul had talcen up
his position, but had found it empty. So
To~vnshend advanced lower down the valley,
and five hundred yards further up they came in
sight of a scattered hamlet, where moving forms

1
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could be seen sheltering themsclvcs behind
walls and trees.
At them Townshencl sent a volley. I t was
answered by a roar of musketry, Anothcr
volley, and back came another roar.
The enemy is strong. T h e enemy is well
armed. Those bullets came from the mouths of
Martini-Henrys and Sniders. A n d the enemy
shoots straight.
There are hundreds of Pathans there, hidden
behind the walls. Umra IChan's warriors-the
Jandolis, skilled waniol-s from their youth.
A Sepoy drops down here and there, and the
raw Icashmir Rifles begin to feel what a battle
is like.
Another volley! It seemed to have no effect.
The enemy were well under cover, and spread
themselves all along the hamlet and got behind
trees, and fired brislrly fi-om their shelter.
"Fix bayonets ! " was Campbell's command.
" Clear the hamlet ! Charge ! "
It was bravely led b y Towilshend and tlie
native ofhcel-s ; but they had no covel; and the
trees in front of the hamlet prevented them from
seeing what a n excellent cover the enemy had.
Now tlie chief of Jai~dol's men had been
trained by pe~lsionersof the Indian army; and
Towilshend learned afterwards that some of
these very men, pensioned by the Government,
werc thcre fighting with Sher Afzul's force.
The charge was gallantly led. T h e fire of
the enemy never ceased. Major Bhikam Singh,
one of the native officers, was shot dead, and
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immediately after General Baj Singh, an old
soldier noted for his bravery, was killed.
A cry from the Sepoys announced the death
of their officers ; and many of their cornpanio~l~
were found to have shared the fate of their
leaders. They began to shrinlc from the hot
continuous fire. And now they were close
ellough to see that beyond the trees the hamlet
was protectcd by a long wall, behind which the
enemy were cosily hidden, firing away through
the loopholes they had made in it. Then
Townshend knew it was i~npossibleto carry the
charge home with his handful of raw troops
against such overwhelming odds. H e ordered
a retreat.
Campbell with a support now came forward,
and fell, shot in the knee.
Townshend llad him carrried to the rear ; and
while some of his party kept a hot fire 011 the
loo~holesof the wall, he got his men down in
lots of threes and fours to the sheltered ground,
amongst some tumble-down walls, from which
they had started for the charge.
A hospital assistant came and examined
Campbell's knee, whipped out the necessary
articles, and quiclcly dressed the wound.
" Bring the dhooly ! I ' cried he to the stretcherbearers, and would have lifted the wounded
officer in,
" No, no, Bhowani Dass ; I can sticlc on to
my pony if you will put me on his back."
"The sahib will irritate the wound. The
sahib will be better carried."
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" I can't lie by ; the situation is too serious.
R4y pony, Uhowani Dass ! "
Bhowani Dass shoolc his head ; but he knew
t h e sahib ~vouldhave his way. Gently he helped
him to the saddle. Campbcll clenched his teeth,
a n d stifled the groan that would have burst from
h i s lips. The hospital assistant saw the spasm
of pain that crossed the officer's face, and oper~ed
h i s inouth to remonstrate again.
"Sal~ib--"
he began. I t was the last arorcl
he uttered. A bullet came smashing through
h i s head, and Bhowani Dass fell dead at the
pony's feet.
The situatioil was serious, as Campbell had
said, and was getting still Inore serious every
minute. The light was fading too. I t woulcl
bt dark before long. The enemy, more than
a thousand strong, elated a t the retrcat, caine
rullning out, overlapping the little bailcl on both
sides.
T h e y were nearly two miles from the fort.
surely the little column will be surrour~dedand
cut: down? A few of the boldest I'athans
c a m e rushing down, brandishing their swords,
lnad with excitemellt at the turn of events.
But Townshend is ready for them.
Bang ! bang ! bang ! Not quite so close, you
mad fellows. Hall! they got it hot and strong
that time. Remember the lessoil for the future.
It was retiring against fearful odds. And
still they retired with dignity.
While half the party kept the enemy at bay,
t h e other hall ran off to the rear. Then they i~
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their turn kept a hot fire 011 the advancing
Pathans, while their fellows got t o shelter ;
Campbell, on his POIIY, steadying and cheering
the men, and lielping t o keep them in order,
notwithstanding t h e feal-f~~l
p a i ~he~ was sufferi ~ l gfrom the wound in his knee.
And Totvnshend always with the last party,
his voice rising above t h e din of battle, as it
rang out orders sharp ancl true !
111 the rncan time Gurdon was also retreating,
covering the little party of strctcher-bearers ml~o,
iirith Dr. Wllitchurcl~at his side, were carrying
their dying leader home.
But thc darkness was falling, falling fast.
Gurdon had seen that Townsl~encl'sparty was
retiring too, and retiring under f c a r f ~ difficulties
~l
;
so from thc hillside he kept up a brislc fire on
the enemy, to aid Townshcnd in his retreat.

t

CHAPTER IV.
h1OR.E I-IEROES TI-IAN ONE.

OCV just before the darkness fell, the
British Agent rode out frorn the fort,
anxious t o see how things were
going. About a mile off he came
upon a h a n d f ~ of
~ l the Kashmir troops, who had
lost hcarl: at the fall of their native officers, and
h a d been the first to retire.
"Never say die, my men," cried Mr. Robertson,
trying to rally thcm.
And then he heard that "Campbell Sahib "
was scvcrely wounded ; that two of their own
officers were killed.
Gatheriilg them togethel; and speaking cheerf~llly,he peered out towards the ravine ; but the
clarltness was coming on so fast that he could
n o t see far ahead. But the sound of shots was
plainly heard, and, by-and-by, the voice of
Townshend ringing out his orders.
Mr. Robcrtson rode out to meet him, and in
a little while the retreating party reached the
shelter of a house, where they made a little
stand.
And now the fickle Chitralis, with their heads
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poppil~gout from the doors and miildo~vs of
their houses and over the walls of their garcIcns,
saw how the battle was going. They had beell
~
lilrecl Sher
up. to this. They W O L I ~ Chave
~ f ~ for
u their
l
Mchtal; and a number of their
fighting men had gone over days before to join
lliln, Others didn't want to have anything to do
with Umra I<han, and were willing to support
the British.
And now, with their heads popping out of
sheltered places from their premises, they saw
tile British retreating, and heard the triumphant
)-ells and howls of the Sher Afzulites.
The sahibs are being driven baclc," said
one of them to a knot of eager, watching
companions.
I-Ie spoke a~lxiously; his t,one was not triumphant. Ile, like his fellow-labourers, was a
slave. Nearly all the worlcing people of Chitral
are slaves, the property of the ilobles of Chitral.
Ile l ~ a dheard that wherever British rule exists,
there slavery is gradually abolished. His fellows
llad heard that too. They would have lilced the
British to win.
But the chitralis are about the most changeable people under the stm. T h e sahibs were
being driven back, Sher Afzul, with his triumphant followers, would soon be in their midst.
They must not be seen to be wanting in zeal
for t l ~ econquering hero. Sher Afzul must see
they are fighting for him too.
Thoughts like these were agitating the Cllitralis
-not the slaves only ; the better classes too.
'
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All who possessed firearms posted themselves
in goocl positions at their windows, and those
that had no firearms provided themselves with
clubs ancl stones, yelled defiance at the British,
ancl shouted Sher AfzulJs namc.
Poor little brave bancl !
They have foes to the right of them, foes to
the left of them ; foes before, and foes behind
them !
Lilte a lrnell the defiant yells of the Chitralis
fell upon their ears.
L i We're C L I ~off from the fort !"
The murmur ran like wildfire through the little
bancl. It was only through the presencc of miud
of Townshend ancl the clauntless courage of the
British Agent that the raw Icashmir troops did
not brealc away in a panic.
"If we had a handful of Harley's Silchs to
cover our retirement, we might check those
yelling Pathans yet," said Townshend between
his teeth.
I will ridc baclc to the fort and order out
filty," was Mr. Robertson's prompt answel-.
"Talie heart, my mcn ; I sllall send you relief."
Not a word more. Into the gathering duslc
he rode. Something like a cheer burst frotn the
men's throats as the solitary horseman plunged,
as it were, into the very jaws of the foe.
I-Ic had ridden past the houses u~llnolcsted
an hour ago. But the tide of battle is turning,
and every man's hand is against hill1 now. 01le
mile to the fort 1
And ilo\v they hear his horse's hools upon the
['
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road, and now they see the fire-sparlts they are
llammering out of the stones.
a I-Iave a t hi111 ! l 1
1c He rides for aid to the fort ! "
Cut hirn dowil ! l 1
Put a bullet through his heart ! "
pop ! pop ! pop ! They try their level bcst.
Tile bullets whiz past his ears.
Sticlts are flung a t him. Stones are hurled.
Never once struck ; never once touched.
Show 'em a clcan pair of
11 So-110, good lass !
heels ! "
Pit, pat, patter, patter! The bridle is flecked
with foam.
From every window, over every garden wall,
some missile comes hurling along ; but his life
is charmcd.
Ncver once struck ; never once touched. A n d
the fort is reacl~edat last.
" Fifty Silths to cover the retirement ! Not
a lnoment to lose ! Our column is surrounded
by the foe ! Totvnshend is making a stand a t
a house a mile away ! "
Out at the main gate they march, with Harlcy
at their head. No raw troops these ! They are
hardy veterans !
Tramp, tramp, tramp ! They go as steady as if
on parade, until thcy reach the entrance to tllc
village, and therc they kcep the road, kneeling
with fixed bayonets by the shelter of a wall.
That is Harley's order. For it is so dark
that to fire might be to injure their own party,
for they can hardly tell friend from foe.
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hJean\\lhile To~~nshend,
and Gurdon, too, in
tllc fl.iendly darlriless are steadily groping thcir
way.
Sahib ! sahib ! " cried a panting voice at
Gurdon's side.
" IVho is it ? "
uSal~ib,I have brought your pony," said the
voice of Gui~lon'sgroom.
"My good fcllo\v, I do not require it nolv.
Talce 11i1n back to the fort. You should not
havc risked leaving its shelter."
Sahib, it was to save your life. Moui~t,sahib,
moullt! I t will give you a bigger chance."
G~~rcloi~
slloolr his head. "Take it back t o
the fort.''
The syce toolr the pony by the bridlc and
turned away. If his inaster had jumped into
thc saddle and ridden off as hard as he could
the poor fellow would have prayed for his safety
and beell contcnt. I-Ie loolred wistfrdly back.
I t mas his last loolc. Suddenly he was seen to
leap up in thc air and fall, with his arms outspread, and then he lay quite still with a bullet
through his heart.
It was not the $g/zlizg vteu. only that did their
duty that day.
And now the Pathans and Chitralis are mad
Wit11 exciterncnt. In truth, they had not expcctcd, at the beginili~lgof the fight, thus to beat
back the 13ritish.
Their very women seized stones and flung
them at the little column, now fighting its way
through the village.
D
lr

I'
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" Cut them off from the fort! Cut them off! "
were thc frenzied cries.
Ay, cut them off if you can. But none darcd
to rnake a rush upon those gleaming bayonets
pointed by the unflinching Silihs.
I-Iow calmly they lrneel ! Unmoved amidst thc
clamour and the din and noise, disdainfi~l of
the dropping shots that fall round them now and
then.
They are the bravest of the n:~tive races conquered by the British ; the best disciplined, and
thc most faithful, too.
Their motto is, "Purity, Chastity, and Charity." .
A grand motto that. Great England's noblest
soils coulcl not follow a better.
In all their frenzied excitement the foe would
not make a stand between those gleaming
bayonets and the slowly retreating band.
Ilurl sticks ; hurl stones ; hurl anything they
can lay hands on. I t is their last chance.
Ilurrah ! the retreating troops have gained
thc wall where the bayo~lctsgleam it1 the dark.
Ilurrah! the steel of the Sil<hsis between them
and the foe !
I-Iarley and his veterans can keep the Patllans
at bay while the Icashmir troops get safe withill
the walls of the fort.
And now slowly, inch by inch, the Silths
themselves retire.
Safe in the fort ! Well done ! Shut the gates !
Post the sentries !
And with baffled bowls the enemy closes
thickly round.

IIOW TlIE V.C. WAS IIrON.

I-IERIZ is Whitchurch ? "
The doctor was caIlcc1 for on
all sides. There were cuts and
bruises waiting to be bandaged up.
"Campbell has swooned froin the pain in his
1i11ce. The nlound has burst out blecding again.
Can't any ollc say where Whitchurch is ? "
Nobody could. And the doctor was not there
to say for himsclf.
"But Wl~itcl~urcliought to be in," cried
Gurdon, hastily, " I-Ie was atter~dingto poor
Uaird. I left hiin with a srnall escort ; and they
started with the clhooly for the fort."
" Baird wounded too !" said an anxious voice.
Gurdon nodded gravely. "Badly too, I am
afraid. But haven't they brought him in ? "
He rushed off to make inquiries, and the
officcrs gazed blankly a t each othel; then
followed quiclrly in his train.
"Baird hasn't been brought in," said Gurdon,
thickly ; '' and ~ r l ~ i t c l i u r cish nowhere to be
SCC11 !
I'

" Tllcy've been cut down ! " was thc cry.
Wit11 siclicning anxiety the officers separated,
cacll to his a!lottcd duty. This was no time
to sit and bcwail their loss. H O Wthe wounded
woulcIrniss tbc doctor! And Baird ? A choking
seizcd the throat ivllen they thought
of him. I I e was a grcat favouritc. I l i s genial,
];indly ways attractcd all. But the security of
the living is the first thing to be plallnecl for.
NO tinle to mourn for the dead.
\Vllcn Baird had fallen, Whitchurch had
llurricd to his side.
((All up jvith me, cloctor," faintly murmured
thc ivoundcd man.
Whitchurch had him carried away t o the rcar,
there bent ovcr him ; got one of the stretcberbenrcrs gcntly to support his head, whilc he
tc~lclerlybandaged the wound.
This toolc some time, and when he was
rcacly to lift 13aird into the dhooly, the daylight
\,,as fading fast ; and the doctor saw with concern that our troops were retreating, the enemy
pouring down on them from all sides, that their
vcry retirement into the fort was lilcely to be
cut nfi. H e had with him about a dozen Sepoys
of the ICashmir troops, and a few stretchcrbearers, so placing Baird in the dhooly withnut any more loss of time, they startcd for thc
fort by the shortest route.
13ut, hampered as they wcre with the dhooly,
t l l ~ ycould not get on as fast as the iActreating
party,
presently wcre left behind in the dark.
Tllcy were coming down the hillside, i t must
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be remembercd, and beforc they hacl got to the
road leading to the fort, the bulk of the enemy,
pressing down the ravine, reached it first, a i ~ d
spread themselves, a yeiling, ho~vling mob,
betwcen them and its shelter.
"Sahib, we're cut off. Thc enemy cumbers
the road," said Bidrina Singh, the native officer
in charge of the few Sepoys.
"Are you sure the road is blocked ? " aslied
the doctor, anxiously peering into the gloom.
H e had been so watchful for the comfort of the
dying officel; that their dangerous positioil had
not yet occurred to him.
"They are on the road," answcred the native
officer. "They press our column close. The
cries a i d shots come from there," and he pointed
ahead of them.
"There's another route-a roundabout way to
the fort, isn't there ?-if we get along by the
river banlr ? "
"A difficult road, sahib. And three miles quite."
" No help for it," said the doctor, cheerf~~lly.
" Whitchurch ! " called a feeble voice from the
stretcher.
" Did you call, Baird ? "
"I'm only hampering you. It's all up with
me, I know. Leave me, and look after the
safety of these brave fellows, and your own."
"What say you, my men ? " cried the doctor,
repeating the dying officer's request. " Shall
we leave your wounded officer on the field, to
look after our own skins ? "
"We'll take the river bank, sahib," camc the

I
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quick, hoarse response of the stretcher-bearers.
And not one dreamed of laying his burden
d OJVII.
So in the dark they pressed steadily 011,
thankf~~l
to hc hiddcn in thc gloom ; but by-anclby a little detaclled band of the Sher klfzulites
came uear, and with a howl of clelight recognized their isolated position.
Their yells and cries drew other little lots of
twos and threes, who immediately opened fire
on the party.
Then with one wild scream onc of the stretcherbearers dropped his cnd of the dhooly, and
with his arms liftccl over his head, leapccl high
up in the air and clropped clown dead.
The othcr bearers echoed his cry ; but there
was 110 confusion. The Scpoys closed round, and
pop ! pop ! wcnt their bullets at the dark
forms hovering rou~~cl,
lilce birds of evil omen.
"That was a bad shalcc, Baircl, my dear
fcllow," \vliispered thc doctor, feelingly ; but the
dying officer closed his teeth and wouid not
uttcr a groan.
Rut groans and howls of pain reached t h e ~ n
from the other side. The dead stretcher-bearer
was avenged.
Silently another stepped forward to take his
place, and off they started again, the Sepoys
keeping a hot firc on the foe. They followedlike birds of evil omen as thcy were-uttering
their fiendish yells, God be thanked for the
darkness I For they cannot shoot straight in the
dark.

I
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Whiz ! whiz ! whiz ! go the bullets past
their cars.
I-Ia ! another stretcher-bearer goes downquite silently ; but hc is dead. The next
moment another bites the dust with a bullet
through his heart.
Whitchurch takes his place. There is only
one more stretcher-bearer left. And a Scpoy
drops clown here and there !
The foe, following as close as they dare,
stu~llbleover the fallen bodies in thc dark, 11.
inakes them elatecl.
" Cut ihcm down ! Wc'll have them all yet !
Strilce home ! "
Ailcl then they charge.
Ah ! but they won't try that dodge again.
The doctor's revolver comes into play. AIICI
of course they did not ~ui~derstanclthe short,
sharp cry, " Fix bayonets ! " that promp~ly
greeted their charge.
Ycs, they got a lesson then. I t rcduced their
11nmbel.s too. They'll not charge in a hurry
again. The survivors fell baclc astonished.
But, all ! the last stretcher-bearer drops now ;
and the doctor lays his cnd of the dhooly gently
on the ground.
It is impossible to carry the stretcher now ;
the Sepoys are required to fight.
Baird raised hiinself on his elbow, a i d as hc
did so felt the doctor's arm swung firmly round
his waist.
" Whitchurch, I protest against it I Whitchurch,
are you m a d ? For God's sake save yourself!
Leave me I leave me ! "

'
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I;or answer t h e doctor lifts hitn up and
carries him as best he can.
What an arvf~ll roads it is! Stumbling illto
holes in the way ; bumping against rno:~nds;
kicking against rocks.
Alld what is that loornillg dark before thein?
A wall ?
Goodness 1 W h a t fools those Pnthans are
to howl and ycll like that! T h e little party
might have got close up to the wall without
being aware of their presence. A n d now their
ejres are opeucd througl~tltheir ears, and diinly
they can see some dusky forms lurking b y the
wall they will have to climb, T h e enemy is
ahead of them.
" IIalt a bit."
And then he lays his burden softly down.
I1\Ye'rc going to clear the wall, Baird," he whispers. "I'll come back for you in a minute."
"Don't, I beg of you. For God's sake ! It's
uttcr folly ! "
But the wounded man gets for atlsvrer only
the short, ringing cry, "Fix bayonets !" Ailcl
then he hears thein charging over the broken
ground. And the Pathans are cursii~g the
Tisitis11 with their dying breaths, and the wall
is cleared of them.
Back comcs the doctor and picks his burden
u11, and great drops of sweat are bursting from
bis brow.
"CVe've cleared the way," he pants.
And then, God alone ltnows liow, he gets his
helplcss comrade over the wall,
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"Thnrlk you, doctor. God hlcss you! Now
lay me clown ; I can die by the shelter of this
\vall."
" I can't promise you life," gasps the clociol:
struggling oil ; "but "--and he scts his teethdie amongst friends-I swear it-unless
I fall myself! "
On ! 011 ! Well clone, brave band I T h c Sepoys
might easily have left their officers behind ; but
thcy accommoclated their steps to the cloctor's
heavy-weighted ones, and held their rifles ready
at ally rnolncnt for the foe.
And now-that
dark mass loomillg before
thein? That's a grove of trees. The cedars
growing in the garden on the east facc of the
fort. Steady, steady then ! only a little f ~ ~ r t h e r
yet, Thanlc God, they came this way ; for the
howls of the enemy came i l l a roar from the
direction of the main gate of the fort.
They are not clear of their foes, though. A
few of the most daring follow them still,
sending a bullet after them as often as they
can.
H a ! thc doctor staggered, and i~early fell.
Something gave him a stinging blow on the
foot. It was a spent bullet. Fortune favours
the brave.
I-Ie stopped to t a l e a breathing space, and
raised the dying head upon his shoulcler. A s
he did so another bullet struclr poor Baird in
the face.
The doctor set his tceth, took a firmer hold
of his burden, and staggered on.
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The sentries posted along the walls of the
fort that loolred t h e garden way saw a littic
party bearing down upon the gate. Their cry
of recognition brought others to come and sec ;
and they saw Dr. Whitcl~urchstaggering along,
half carrying, half dragging, another man.
" He's carrying Captain Baird ! " and the glad
cry flew from mouth to mouth.
Fly to their succour ! Fling open t h e gate !
Bring them in ! Thanlr God ! Safe!
" Baird! Baird ! My dear fellow, Uaird ! "
cried the officers, pressing round.
T h e wounded man o p c ~ ~ ehis
d cycs, and wit11
a fecblc hand raised towards his preserver,
whispered faintly, "You scc before you a brave
man." Then he swooned.
They looltcd on his preserver, and saw the
big drops hanging on his brow, and henrcl his
labouring breath. They pressed to hirn sile11tI~
and gripped his hand.
That was how t h e V.C. was won,
Then somebody said in a hoarse voice, " Our
sick and woundcd \voulcl have been in a sorry
plight without you, doctor."
ii And,
thank God, I'm u n h ~ ~ r t , "saicl the
doctor, calmly.
There was need to be calm. T h e doctor's
work had only just begun.
Thirty-three wounded! H e will have his
hands f~lll. And twcnty-three of those who
marched out this after110011 so bright and bravc
are lying starlt and cold, with stiff eyes staring
et
at the q ~ ~ i stars.

CHAPTER

VI

OMEBODY askcd suddcnly after Rab
Na~vaz I<han, the news-writer, who
had livcd in Chitral so long.
Cut to picces, sahib ! I saw him
attaclied by a band of swordsmen. T h e y 1eIt
him dead upon the field."
"A great loss!" said t h e British Agent, with
a sigh.
Kab Nawaz IChan knew the Chitralis ancl
their character well. His valuable information
had been of great service t o the British Agcnt.
Gradually the elated encrny about the main
gatc fell away : some to secure quarters for their
officers close by, some to carry their wounded
from the field, others to bury the dead.
The stars loolied down on many a ghastly
sight that night.
Amongst the Chitralis who had gone to succour
the wounded were two of the seventeen sons of
the old Great Mehtnl; Asfa~idiar and Shahi.
They were not rivals for the throne, as they held
a lowcr position, on account, a s has been explained
before, of the inferior rank of their mother.

'
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These two working together came upon the
bleeding body of the news-writer.
" Rab Nawaz I<hnn, as I live ! " cried S l ~ a l ~ i
to his brother in the ChitraIi tongue.
" And cut to pieces ! " replied Asfandiar, grimly.
"The tulwar has clone its work, " and he puslled
the body over with his foot.
T h e light of his torch fell on the wounded
man's facc. The mouth twitchecl. A faint gronrl
burst from his lips.
" H e moves ; he groans ; he lives! " cried
Asfandiar, falling on his lcnees and bending over
him.
And Shahi, p ~ i t t i i ~his
g lips to the news-writer's
ear, called him b y his name.
Again the mouth twitched. Again he groaned.
" I-Iis life is in him-a feeble spark at best,"
said Shahi. "A blow from this hand woulcl
put it out."
" Poor man ! " returned Asfandiar. " W e were
good friends before the fight."
"That is so," said Shahi. "We've smoked
with him in peace. And many a merry day
we've hawked together."
Asfandiar in particular was a great athlete-a.
strong swimmel; a fearless rider, a marvellous
shot. Perhaps the suggestion of putting out the
spark of life burning so feebly in this fallen man
seemed cowardly to his powerlul foe.
The brothers, bending over the prostrate man,
met each other's glance, and loolied away towards
the fort, as if the same thought had occurred to
both.
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"These saliibs lrnow how to fight," said Sliahi.

" That is so."
"They were one to eight. We beat tliem
baclt, 'tis true ; but they leit a couple of handfuls only dead upon the field."
" They were one to eight l W e should have
cut them all t o pieccs! I-Ieard you how one
fought like a devil over his comracle's body ?
They say he had the strength of an. ox. That
h e carried him lilte a child in his arms, still
fighting all the way, and bore him in triumph
t o the fort ! "
" 'Tis true ; so I heard. The British are
strong, Asfandiar. And the arm of the Government reaches very far."
"By saving his life," ssid Asiancliar, " nre
would but serve a friend-he was always a good
comracle, was R a b Nawaz I<l~an-and at the
same time we tvould do an excellent service to
o~~rselves."
The brothers understood each other. There
was no ? x e d to say more.
Caref~~lly
they lifted the body of the newswriter and bore him away in the direction of the
fort. If they met others, none ltnew their errand.
Many like them were tenderly carrying their
wounded away. And none stayed to question,
or guessed whom they carried.
Under cover of the darkness they hoverecl near
the walls, and when the ;onst was clear, Asfandiar
crept secretly to the gate and boldly told his
errand.
"Asfandiar and Shahi-ul-Mullq sons of our

I
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father the Great Mehtar, have here the body of
tllc news-writcr, Rab Nawaz I<han, wou~ldod
sorely ; but the spark of life still burns. Should
great sahibs win the day, thcy will remernbcr
the service done by us to one of theirs. For his
lift was in our hands."
The bocly of the news-writcr was passed
tIlrough the gate, and the brothers departed, well
satisfied with their night's work. They had
served a former friend. If the British won in
the end, and thcy themselves had ilot fallell in
the fight, \vlly then the conquerors were bound
to show thcln favour.
A 'cute dodge that.
They went baclc and joined Shes Afiul then ;
and, it is said, made themselves prominent by
the ardour with which they fought against thc
English all the time of the siege.
Yoor Rab Nawaz I<han was in a d r e a d f ~state.
~l
They counted on bim nineteen tulwar cuts.
They carried him to the apartment that had
keen set asidc as a hospital, and thc doctor
speeclily bandaged up his wo~ulds.
"The cuts are clean," said the doctol; cheerfully. " With care, we shall have Rab Nawaz
Khan about again."
When he was able to sce them, thc officers
came in turn and congratulated the news-writer
on his wonderful escape.
The next day the enemy closed round the
fort+ and the siege that was to last forty-six
days began.
With \vhat sad hearts they loolied each other

d
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in the .face! Not a man there but llnd lost q
friend in the fight the day before.
The ICashmir Rifles llad suffered lleavily ; their
native officers were dead. They had had their
first taste of a battle, and now they were going
to learn what a siege was lilte. If they were
depressed, and their hearts failed them, who
could wonder at it ? And Baird was dying.
Thc officers were going to lose their comrade
too.

Telldei-ly had his faithful fricnd watched him
that long night, doing all that his sltill could do
t o lessen his sufferings. Raird's sweet fleeting smile, and his faintly uttered, "This is a kinder
death tllall dying by the wall out there all
alone," repaid Wl~itchurchfor his arduous task
of yesterday.
" A bad night's \vo;lr. Baird, my dear fellow, it.
gtieves me beyond measuse," said Mr. Robertson,
as he sat by his bed.
Baird had sent. for the British Agent. H e
was anxious t o let him hear from his own lips
of the doctor's gallantry and daring.
A soldier's death," ailswered the dying
IEAII with a sweet, bright smile. And the11
faintly, but qr~itecollectedly, he told of the hairbreadth 'scapes, the imminent peril Whitchurch
llad undergone for llis sake, the contempt he
tiad displayed of his own life ~ r h i l etrying to
save that of his [ellow.
"You will report it all-all
1 have told,
Robertson ? "
ci I will, my dear fellow ; I will indeed."

I
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V.C. Was llever earned more s p l e l l d i ~ ~ y , ~
" I am sure of that. Rest assured it will bc
; i l l r~-~""'Lccl."
" . ~ l l ~ \ l l l i5'011. I r e would never do llimself
jtls,ti(:c, you kno\v. I wanted to tell you
rl\!-iclC"
l h ~~1 1 ~was
1 drawing near, the oficers were
sc111for to Lid hi111 good-bye.
If thcir voices were husky, his was clear to
the c~ncl.
" I (10 1101 rcgrct 111y fatc-a
soldier's death,"
lic said over ancl ovcr again.
211~1then 11c lcft qome incssages for the dear
O I ~ C S kir ii\\r:lJr.
" (;oo~l-hyc. Good luck to you all. Succcss
tr 1 ill1 ) ' O L I ~ plans." fhcl with a quiet smile he
c . l r ~ > c * t l his cycs.
'l'l~cList facc that he saw \vas the doctor's.
1111 clay long tthc enemy kept firing into the
fi irt from thc b~.castworlisof stone or mood \vhich
t l ~ c ~liar1
y raised on the heights around.
'1.11~ fort, as has been said before, lay
unforti~nat~ljr
in a 11ollow. It was overloolted
I'rorn
the shelter of these breast;ill siclcs.
\t:orl;s the Jandolis, who are excellellt sl~ots,fired
;,\yay unccnsingly. From thcir commanding
l)(J:,itionstlicy co~ildsee the people passing to
;tnt1 fl.o \vitliin the fort walls.
yc\r inst,iacc, if anyhocly wanted to go from
thL: ~llcss-roumto thc hospital, he was plainly
csI,,,;ccl nllilc crossing. Or if hc wished to go
fl.,,l,l
the flnx-to\\rcr to the gun-tower, there
a llli\rl; fur thc JandoU rifles.
llc.

A more unsheltered spot to build a fort in
was never before conceived. One might have
thought that the fort was secure a t least from
the river side. But not a bit of it. T h e villagc
of Danin, on the other side of the river, and
not more than seven hundred yards off, afforded
the enemy a strong position ; for that, too, of
course, lay above the fort,
Townshend might well have despaired at
the thought of commanding such a miseritl~le
place ; but his ingenuity always came to the
fore.
"Rout out all the carpets and curtains you
can lay hands on," was his order. " W e can hang
them across the doorways and open spaces, so
that we cannot be seen passing from one place
to another. Rout out all the tents ; we can cut
them up too."
I t answered beautifully. Of course a bulIet
could go through these flimsy things, if they
were fired upon ; but the Jandolis didn't care
to waste their bullets by firing at random. They
likcd to see what they were aiming at. A n d
they could no longer see the passer-by. T h e
backs of our men were also exposed to the
enemy on the opposite side as they fired from
the parapets, so Townshend had doors, and
planks, and saddles, and bags of earth piled up
to protect them.
" I t was a lucliy precaution of yours to build
that covered way t o the river before hostilities
began," said one of the officers. "Every clrop
of water has to be retched up from the river.
E

Tlley've nevcr stopped firing at the w ~ t e r - \ ~ ~ ~ ,
all day long."
And now the buildings just o~~tsicle
tllc fort
walls and the wall of the garden were vcrgr nlucll
in the way. I t was feared that the enemy might
steal up and g d a firm footing inside thcsc
buildings. Once established there, they c a ~ ~ l ~ l
annoy the besieged in many ways.
So, as the darlrness came on and thc firing
becamc less heavy, a party of Punial levies stoic
out from the gate, and crawling on their stoillaclls
up to the walls, pushed dowil the rotten old places
beams of wood. A few shots were fired b y
besiegers, but fortunately no one
the
was hit.
And there, outside the main gate, they dug a
grave i n the clnrlc ; and in the dead of nigllt;
another little band stole out ancl lnitl thcir
brave comrade to rest.

1
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P to the day of the fight-Match 3rd
-Mr.
Robertson had despatched
letters regularly to head-quarters,
giving information of their positioil
a t Chitral. Now, of course, all communication
with the outside world was stopped.
" I-Iow long call we hold out ? " was the first
q~~estion.
That, of course, depended on the provisions
they had stored in the fort.
"The siege is likely to be a long otle," was
tlie grave acl<no~vledgmen
t.
" How many persoils to provide for ? How
many months t o feed ? "
The officers? I t didn't take long to count
fhent. Half a dozen, all told ; and one of them
disabled! They could have done easily with
half a doze11 more.
Ninety-nine Sikhs ; three hundred and one
I<ashr.~ir Rifles ; sixteen of the Punial levies.
These wcre all the fighting metl.
Then there were servants, and followers,
a n d messengers, and native clerks, and the
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commissariat ; and half a hundred Chitralis
thrown in ! Amir-ul-Mulk amongst them ; and
even him they couldn't starve !
'l What is the total ? "
"Five hundred and forty-three persons."
"How long call we feed five huildred and
forty-three persons with the supplies we have
stored in the fort ? I 1
Then the supplies werc hauled over, and the
stores counted out. And the answer came"Tivo months and a half on half r at'ions.
I-Ialf that time on full rations."
"We must be prepared for two months and
:i half."
What a cry there was from the non-fighting
ones !-the clerlrs, the messengers, the servants,
the followers.
"Two inontlls and a half! Oh, will not the
Government send us aid before that time ? "
"The Government will send us aid," said the
British Agent in a clear, firm voice. " I t will take
time for help to reach us, for the passes are
covered with snow. But help will be sent us.
A n d in the meanwhile, every man will do his
duty."

A hoarse cheer fell from the lips of three or
four, the others toolr it up and swelled the chorus.
On the next day the Jandol Chief sent a
letter to the fort. Very peremptory were his
demands.
"The British must evacuate the fort at once ;
leave Chitral entirely. Sher Afzul is recognized
as Mehtar," was the gist of his letter. And he,
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U m r a IChan, would guarantee a safe jourllcy as
far as Gilgit.
T h e oficers agrced that the letter sllould go
unnoticed.
T h e day after that the Jandol Chicf sent his
prime minister, under a flag of truce, to speak
with the British Agent.
" Umra Khan is a friend to the British," said
this untruthful gentleman. And he went on to
explain how an escort of the Chief's men would
accompany the little band, not leaving them till
it was placed in safety, if they would only get
o u t of the fort.
But the Eilglish officers knew of a dreadful
pass on the way, and what an easy thing it
would be for the Chief's escort to fall upon them
there, with the help of their friends in hiding !
A n d putting that aside, the Chief of Jandol
bad treated the comlnallds of the Government
with contempt. Umra I<han was plainly told to
clear out of Chitral tcrritory, anrl return to his
o w n State ; that if he refused, the Governlnent
would co~?zpelhim to do so.
T h e defeated prime minister took back a
short but decisive answer, the gist of which was :
Shuja-ul-Mulk is Mehtar ; none other will be
recognized. T h e British refuse to evacuate the
fort unless Umra Khan returns to his own
c0u11try.~~
T h e enemy attempted a revenge. The next
night, as soon as it grew dark, a band of two
hundred, carrying bundles of faggots with them,
crept down by the river side and managed to
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get into the narrow tunnel under the watcp
towcr, and piling up the wood, succeeded ill
setting it on fire. The tunnel was raised over
beams of wood, so the enemy knew what they
were about.
They were driven out aftcr a sharp fight, and
the water-carriers ran about filling their great
nzussncks, or water slrins, with water, which they
thrcw upon the flames. Only in time-the
wooden supports were just taking fire !
That was a lesson Towilshend never forgot.
To protect the water-way-for without water it
!~ould have been all up with the bcsiegedhe had a special picquet of twenty-five men
stationed in the water-towel; and another
picquet of twenty-five i~zsidethe water-way.
Across the river, exactly opposite the spot
where the rnen came to clraw water, the cunning
Jandolis built a stone breastwork, and day and
night thcy kept a perpetual fire on this weak
spot.
After that the water-carriers were ordered t o
lteep their water skins always filled with water,
especially the last thing at night.
The walls and towers of the fort being built
of wood as well as stone, fires had to be carefully guarded against, so clay and night patrols
went the rounds to see that all was safe.
Townshend also established a fort police to
watch the Chitralis, lcst they should attempt t o
give news of the doings of thc besieged t o their
friends outside.
The Cl~itralisin the fort of course appeared
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to be perfectly loyal to the British ; but their
fickle nature could not be clepended upon. I t
was know11 too that the o11c anxicty of the
greater number was to be found a t last on thc
~vinningside. All else might go, for what they
cared. I t was necessary, therefore, to kecp a
strict watch on their movements.
Ainir-ul-Mulk alone had a guard of six
men.
The safety of the little Mehtar was arrangcd
for by Townshend. The littlc fellow kept a
bright heart, and nevcr showed the whitc
feather. H e was a plucky little chap, and kept
a calm front all during that trying time ; and
he took a wonclerf~llliking for Townshend.
A s Campbell was laic1 up with his wounded
Irnee, Townshend was made colnmanda~ltof the
fort, and two officers only were left to help him in
the arduous task of defcncc, They were Gurdon
and Harley. The doctor had his hancls f~lll
with the wouncled and the sick. Thc Britisl~
Agent had his political dutics to attend to.
The three first officers each took his turn on
duty for four hours, when he would be relieved,
Their rest was, however, constantly broken by
alarms, real or false, as. the case might be, A t
night time it was impossible to sleep on account
of the fear of fire. If they snatched a little
sleep in the day, they always lay clowil in their
~uliforms.
No one was allowed to be idlc in tlle fort;
and, indeed, to their credit Be it said, every man
was anxious t o do his utmost and his best,
,
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Solnc of the scrvants, and clerlts, and messengcrs, and other non-fighting ones, Ifrere told
off for fetching and carrying water-the water
question being such a serious busincss, not o ~ l l ~
for cooking and washing purposes, an immense
s ~ p p l yllad also to bc stored up in a11 the vcssels
ille fort could supply, for extinguishing fires,
Otllcr 110n-fightingmen were employed in grinding the grain that was stored up for food. All
sort3 of odd jobs-not light oncs either-werc
givcn them to do to save the soldiers.
"And now, lny men," said Townshend, " a
relieving force will come. Bear that in mind.
The Government mill not leave us in the lurch.
All wc have to do is t o hold the fort."
The lncn could rely on him. He was so
energetic, so f~lllof resources, so cheery and so
cool, they felt they could trust their commander.
Thcy learned that Sher Afzul had talcen up
his quarters in the political oificer's house-the
same place where Gurdon and his brave little
escort had lived before they moved into the fort.
This house is built on a hill, and of course
looks down on the fort, being distant only
about twelve hundred yards away.
" I-Ie mustn't make hiinself too snug there,"
said Townshend. " H e must be ltcpt alive."
And he gave an order for thirty rounds a day
to be fired regnlarly at the house, t o annoy the
would-be Mehtar as much as possible.
The Sepoys obeyed that order with zest.
" He won't catch us napping," said one t o the
othcr with a grim smiIe,

TIlc enemy's plan was to lcecp up a brisk firc
a t tllc fort all day. It was at night, in the dark,
that they made a n attack.
Tllcse night attacks were so dangerous,
especially as their chief object was to try and
set fire t o thc fort, that it was necessary to light
1113 t h e ground outside the fort \valls t o watclt
the movements of the Jandolis.
T h e besieged made chips of wood into balls
ancl soaked them in oil, lighted them, and flung
them over the !valls, where they burlled brightly,
and showed up ally one that might be prowlii~g
round.
This sort of thing went on for about twelvc
days. If the besieged were watchful, the besiegers were no less so. Umra IChan's men
were adepts at Lcsieging and taking forts. They
were wonderful shots. Their bravery equalled
their cunning. It was no mean enemy the
British had to contend against.

CHAPTER VIII.
A LETTER FRORL SI-IER AF'ZUI,.
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N D then Shes Afzul sent a letter to
the British Agent. I t contained
alarming news. A party of Sepoys
on their way to Chitral had bcen
defeated, and their officers were prisoners in his
hands, Another party-a much larger one-had
beell cut down at olie of those d r c a d f ~ places~l
a narrow defile. Their oficer was ltilled, with
forty-six men. This was the gist of his Ictter.
Mr. Robertson heard it gravely, and cornmu~licatcdthe news to Townshend.
"What is your opinion ? " aslted the latter
olficer,
" A scare on Sher Afzul's part. I don't
believe a word of it."
" I quite agree with you."
The other officers were of the same opinion.
The next day, however, another letter was received, brought in by the same messenger. This
man had been a Sepoy once in the Indian army.
Thc Jandol Chief had many like him in his
employ. This man's duty was t o bring messages
from Umra IChan to the British Agent.

'
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The lctter was not from his mastcr, ncitl~er
was it from Sher Afz~il. I t was written in
English, and the writing was that of an English
officer.
And then Mr. Rvbcrtsoll linew that Shcr
Afzul's news was no scare, Alas 1 it was too
true.
Nolv, before the British had been driven into
the Chitral fort, rumours had reached Mastuj
-a place between Gilgit and Chitral-that Sher
Afzul had joined Umra Ichan, and that they
were already in Chitral territory, so Lieutenant
Ed~vardcsand Lieutenant Fowler were scilt off,
with twenty sappers and miners, and about
forty Icashmir Rifles, carrying engiileering stores,
to Chitral, in case of further trouble.
On their way they learned that they were
likely to be attacked a t a place called Reshun,
and on their communicating this intelligence
to Mastuj, Captain Ross, with Lieutenant Jones
and a party of Sepoys, were immediately sent
off to strengthen them.
The lctter brought by U ~ n r a I<han's messenger was from Lieutenant Eclwardcs.
H e said that they had been besieged a t a
house at Reshun, and after nine clays' hard
fighting a truce had been arranged with the
enemy.
While the officers were painfulIy wondering
as to what lay behind all this, a mcssenger came
from Sher Afzul dcsiring a truce for three days. ,
I t was eveiltualIy agreed upon. S o for a short
space the fire of the enemy ceased.
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The11 another lctter came, this time from
tllc Janclol Chief's lieutenant, saying that the
two c~fficcrswith 11inc Scpoys wcrc being h r o ~ ~ ~ l ~ t
to Chitral, and woulcl bc with Sllcr Afzul the
n e s t day.
Captain To\vnsllencl, alwaj~s on thc alert,
uscd L : ~ I tllcsc cluict clays in slrengthcni~lg
all \vc:lli placcs. And hlr. ICobcrtsotl started
solllc or the mcn 011 mnlcing a Union Jack.
l'lley cut up somc or thc Scl)oy's turbans for
this. T h c turbans bcing inadc of red cloth, it
(lid splendidly ; ancl other rnatcrials were Gshcd
up to co~nplctcthc flag.
On t l ~ c 2 ~ t h news came that the officcrs
had arrived a t Chitral, and the old Indian
Sc~oy-Umra I i h a n ' s ~nesscnger-said that a
messenger from thc fort could rcturn with him,
if Mr. Kobcrtson wisllcd to speak with the
Sahibs.
hlr. Robertson imrnecliatcly arra~lgeclto send
one of the nntivc clerks, who Ieft the fort with
Ulnra 1cha;l's man.
Tlze clerk found thc oflicers in a rather sorry
plight. One of thcm had no boots and socks,
these having becn dragged off him when
captured. They \sere also in great need of
other articles of clothitlg.
Thcy were allo\vcd to talk to thc clerk only
in I-Iindustani, and thcir news nras far from
cllecring,
Captain Ross llacl been attackcd at an awful
place callcd the ICaragh Defile, and liillcrl there,
with forty-six mcn.
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They themselves had succeeded in barricading
a house at Reshun, and after defending themselves for nine days against overwhelming
numbers, were taken prisoners by treachery;
the leader, Mohamed Isa Khan, a foster-brother
of Sher Afzul's, having invited them to a
friendly parley under a flag of truce, when he
and his friends had treacherously fallen upoil
them and made them prisoilers.
T h e clerk was allowed to listen to them for
only twenty minutes, and was now ordered by
the bystanders to return to the fort with their
news.
"Askc the sallibs if they can spare us a few
clothes," hastily added one of the poor fello\vs
in I-Iindustani.
"And a plate each, and a couple of forks
and knives," begged the other. "We are
obliged t o eat with our fingers."
The clerk promised to do all they had askecl,
and returned t o the fort, where an anxious
committee were awaiting him.
" I t is all true, sahib," said the native clerlr,
sadly. " I have spolren with the sahibs face
to face." And lle recounted the disastrous news
faithfully.
If the brave leaders of the defence felt
depressed a t the terrible news, and spolte
anxiously about it in private, they carried a
cheerful front before their men.
Mr. Robertson wrote immediately to Umra
Khan, protesting against the treachery by which
the officers bad been made prisoners ; for they
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had gone out to parley with the Jandol Cllicfs
ally under a flag of Lrucc.
" A man of honoul;" added the T3ritisll Agent,
"would release the officers at once."
T h c Jaildo1 Chief snapped his fingers at that,
"All is fair in love and war," said he, or ~
~
is equivalent to that saying of ours in thc Janclol
tongue.
T h e officers wcre not too well providecl witll
clothing tl~emselves,but they immediately got
together the necessaries for their poorer brotllers,
and sent them t o Fowlcr and Edwardes, wilh
the plates, forks, and lrnives they had asked
for.
Umra Khan then had his prisoners ta1;en to
Rila Drosh, where he himsclf was staying.
I t was a cunning stroke 011 his part to have
sellt them t o Chitral a t first ; for they deliverer)
thcir disastrous news in person, thc truth of
which the garrison could no longer doubt.
" I t will tcach the sahil~sa lesson," thought
Umra Khan. " I t will show them our strength,
and that will dishcartell thcm."
H e was quite right, too. The garrison lrnelv
that Edwardes and Fowler wcre carrying ammullition stores to Chitral, ancl, of course, since these
iyere defeated, the valuable stores had fallen
into the enemy's hands, and would only serve
to strengthen them. I t was a gloomy looli out
for the besieged.
That a force would bc sent to thcir rclief
they knew. Thcy could have stalred their lives
on that fact.

l
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T h e question was : " W O L I ~itCcorne
~
in time ? "
I n time to save the ramshacltle old fort, that
cvould fall to pieces if once the beams of wood
t h a t supported the whole str~ict~lre
could bc
fircd by the watchful, patient, and c~~nniiig
Jaadolis ?
I n time to save them from starvation ? Tlic
g h e e was ~ ~ c a r lrun
y out-ghee
is a ltincl of
butter. And ghce to the natives is as necessary
as Ineat is to Englishmen.
W h x t little ghce was left had to bc husbandec1
for the siclc soldiers.
Already the poor fellows loolccd pinched and
hollow-eycd from insufficient food, as only half
~ a t i o n swere served out.
T h c rnediciile for the llospital was getting
low ! For the siclc list was getting longer!
" Can't we spare a little rum for the Silths ? "
aslred onc.
" W e must. Bravc felIows ! They deserve it."
Yes, tllcy did deserve it. Thosc disciplined,
patient, uncomplaining Sikhs !
T h e oficers said that whcn thc Silths were
o n duty, they themselves could snatch a little
sleep in f~lll confidencc. They were to be
trusted as much as the officcrs themselves !
" T h e Sikhs must have a little rum. Without
t h e s e splendid veterans it would be impossible
t o hold the fort."
A n d so a little rum was dealt out to them
every fourth day. And for the I<ashmir Rifles
a little tea was served out every second clay.
,4nd the leaders themselves? How were
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they faring? A n Englishman is not up ta
much if he is deprived of his meat.
Fortuilately a lcind of meat was,, procurable
for them. Not beef or mutton. That was all
gone.
The order went out, " W e must lcill the ponies
and have them salted ! "
They begail the work that very day. Truce
or no truce, the British couldn't afford to be
idle. I t was all their splendid management
that saved themselves ancl their men.
The ponies were salted. A delicate appetite
is out of place i n a besieged fortrcss. T h e
~rficersgot used to salt pony. It was a pity
the soldiers couldn't eat it. But of course the
natives wouldn't touch it.
They never complained. They ate their
caltes of flour and water as cheerf~~lly
as they
could, and went back oilly half filled to their
allotted posts.
Wozild relief come in time ?
"You smile, friend,'' said a hollow-eyed
non-combatant, pausing wistfully before a Iittle
group of Silchs as they squatted on the ground,
cleaning their rifles diligently. " The thoughts
of the heart are reflected, it is said, in the face.
Is it hope that malces you smile? A s for me,
my hope is dead. I can only b e patient."
The Sikh addressed looked up with the same
quiet smile that had attracted his questioner.
Relief will comc," answered the Silih.
"The force is now on its way."
" Ilow know you t h a t ? " An eager light
,
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flaslied for a moment across the questioner's
frightened face. " A h ! that is your hope. You
do n o t pl-onounce it a fact ! " and the old
scared look tool; possession of the poor fellow

agalll.
" I t is a fact, friend," returned the smiling
Sikh. " I Itnow it here," and he laid his
l ~ a l l dupon his breast. "The Government will
never desert us."
A ~ i do n e of his comrades added, " Thc arm of
t11c Government is slow, but it reaches very
far. "
" I t is true," answered all the Silrhs together.
A n d t l ~ csamc confident smile was on each
s t a r v e d face.
T h e thought of defeat held no place in their
minds.
T h e quiet dignity with which they
s p o k e , their confident courage, sent a warm
glow through the listener's timid heart.
I n s p i t e of his own assertion that with him
hope was dead, hope was living now in his
hollow cye. With lightened steps he hastened
on a n d told his fellows what the Sikhs had said.
A n d t h e officers Imew, too, of course, that the
G o v e r n m e n t would not desert them. But thc
old question hovered trelnblingly on their lips,
" W o u l d the relief come in time? " They
k n e w of the great mountain passes that would
I ~ a v e t o be crossed. They knew these mere
a l m o s t blocked with snow.
F r o m t h e fort in the lrollow they could sea
t h e tops ol big mountains round them dazzling

and white with
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Steep precipices would have to b e climbed;
awful gorges would have to be crossed. The
relieving force would not have to fight with
nature alone. A human enemy, strong, cunning
and numerous, would have to be beaten back,
T h e little garrison seemed dead to the outside world. Since the first day of March no
communication of any ltind had reached them,
nor had they been able to send a message of
their pressing need. They heard nothing, knew
nothing, but the cutting down of Ross's party
and the defeat of Fowler and Edwardcs, and for
this last bit of news they had to thank Umra
1Than. If they could only hear !-but they beard
no thing.
They did not know that Ross's lieutenant,
Jones, had escaped to Mastuj with thirteen or
fourteen men, all more or less wounded, with
the news of the disaster to their party. They
did not lt~lowthat the news had flown to Gilgit,
and from Gilgit to head-quarters. That ncws
of their imprisonment in Chitral fort was even
now flying on wires to all parts of the civilized
world. That a force fourteen thousand strong was
mustering at Nowshera, one hundred and eighty
miles away. That from Gilgit the gallant Kelly
and his magnificent piolleers were starting to
their relief.
If they could only have known it !-but they
1c11ew nothing. They set their faces stubbornly
for a long siege, and trusted the Government.
On the sixth day of the truce the Jandol
Chief's Prinle Minister again appeared before
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the fort walls under tile white flag, and asbed
an audience.
For the last time Umra Ichan offers the
British Agent a safe journey through his own
territory, JandoI, if he will evacuate the fort
\ ~ i t hhis troops and let Sher Afzul in.
No. The sahibs will not leave the fort.
Shuja-ul-Mulk is Mehtar. They will hold the
fort till relief comes.
If that is the British Agent's finaI decision, the
truce is at an end.
So be it.
And pop ! pop ! pop ! go the rifles again, all
the harder for the six days' rest.
" I t will be a long fight and a hard fight,"
they say, looking-straight into each othcr's eyes,
('But we'll hold the fort to the bitter end.".

CI-IAl'TER IX.

was 011 that very day-thc last day
of the truce-the ~ 3 r d that
)
ICelly,
with his advance party, started for
the. rclicf of Chitral.
I-Ie was the Colonel of the 33nd Pioneers, a
regiment composcd of that splendid race, the
Silills ; and was also thc officer in command of
the troops on the Gilgit fronticr ; and had
arri\lcd \vith his lncn a fcw moaths ago, for the
~ ~ ~ r p of
o smalii~lg
c
roads and fortifying posts.
The nwrk of the IJionccr ~-e,nime~lts
is to go
before the army and clear the way, to male
the roads passable; and for this purpose each
luarl carries a piclcaxe and shovel. But their
xvork is not limited to constructing roads, for
the me11 are drilled and armed with rifles, and
on service thcy fight as ordinary foot soldiers.
The total strcngtll of the troops on the Gilgit
frontier numbcrccl about threc thousand men,
macle up of the 32nd Pionecrs, part of the 14th
Sikhs, thrrc battalions of I<asl~mirInfantry, and
'a baltcry of I<nsl~iiiirIIountain Arlillcry ; but
at the beglniiing of the troubllt, tliis lurcc was
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distributed in detachments of IGO, 2c0, 4.00,
and $00 men, to keep in check thc various
tribes ready to take up arms at the slightest
provocation, excited as they were at the revolt
of the Chitralis.
Gilgit itself had to be strongly guarded, for
small states had proved troublesome
only very recently, and it was a "toss up"
now they would g o with the Govemmcnt or against it.
The neighbouring state of Hunza-Nagar had
llccn subdued only three years ago ; and though
they had fought desperately against the English
at that time, thcy had since then appeared
loyal. But their loyalty was now to be proved.
Inquiries werc made through the political
officer of Hunza whether any of thc men would
be willing t o enlist as levies and fight under
the British flag.
In answcr to this invitation Wazir Ilumayun,
the Prime Minister of Hunza, marched into Gilgit
with nearly a thousand men, ready to serve the
Government. Not only this, they also brought
with them a fortnight's rations for each mana welcome supply, for t h e Gilgit district is a
bleak, barren waste of mountains, where' scarcely
anything grows ; and all the food for both man
and beast is brought up from Icashmir during
the short summer months, when the passes are
frce of snow.
The majority of these loyal fellows mere ,ernployed in guarding passes around Gilgit, while
fifty, under the Prime Minister-a fine-loolting
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native warrior-were
picked out to go with
Icelly's force.
T h e Hunzas, it is said, claim descent from
the armies of Alexander the Great. They are
generally fair-complexioned, with rosy cheelts,
and look more like what the Scotch Highlanders
must have been in the old barbarous days than
like Asiatics.
Notwithstanding the loyal response of the
Huilza men, it was thought unwise to take away
from Gilgit more than four hundred pioneers
and two guns of the Kashmir Mountain Battery,
the fifty Huilza levies, and fifty levies from
Punial-a
little semi-independent state in the
Upper Gilgit valley, under their own Rajah,
Alcbar Khan, who, a t the head of his own levies,
had helped the British to subdue the Hunzas
three years ago.
T h e Punialis are splendid mountaineers, as
agile as cats and as sure-footed as goats-just
the sort of men for climbing the dangerous
ascents of the rugged country through which
they would have to pass.
There were a few of the Punial levies, it may
be remembered, with the besieged garrison at
Chitral fort, who had gone good seivice by
crawling on their stomachs out of the fort in
the dead of night, to knock down some outbuildings that were very much in the way.
T h e news from Mastuj of the disaster to
Ross's party at the awful Icaragh defile, and
that Mastuj itself was besieged, reached Gilgit
on tlle 21st March, And on the ~ 3 r dICelly
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started on his veilturesome journey t o Chitral,
with his advance party of but two hundred
Siltlls of his regiment, under Captain Borradaile
and Lieutenai~tsBethune, Cobbe, and SurgeonCaptain Browning Smith.
The second detachment had to wait for the
gulls, and could not start till the day aftcl-, I t
consisted of two hundred more men of the 3211d
Piolleers under Lieutcnallts Peterson and Cookc ;
the two gulls of the ICashmir AiIoulltain Battery ;
fifty I-Iunza levies under Wazir Humayun ; and
fifty Punial levies under the Rajah, Akbar IChan.
For the first forty-six miles of the road the
little forces would meet with no obstacle, as they
were marching through the friendly territory of
P~lnialalong the winding river-side to Gakuch,
the chief village of that State ; but it was very
cold, and the men were travelling without tents,
because it was so difficult in the winter time to
get coolies or animals t o carry them. Mules, of
course, had been secured to carry the two guns
coming along with the second detachment ; and
as each man took eighty rounds of ammunition, and was allowed fifteen pounds of baggage
besides a great-coat, it was impossible for the
Sepoys to carry tents as well, especially as the
order to march was coupled with directions to
proceed as rapidly as possible.
Another twenty-four miles over a good road
brought the first detachment to Gupis, sixty-five
miles from Gilgit, where only a year ago Townshend had built a small stone fort as a post in
the Chitral direction.

Ilere Lieutenant Stewart of the Royal Artillery was ready to take charge of the guns wheil
they arrived. Lieutenant Oldham was also
.waiting for the second detachment with forty
I<ashmir Sappers, and Lieutenant Gough with
a hundrecl Knshmir Rifles.
But for these ICelly would not wait. .The order
mas to march rapidly, so on he went. And now
the difficulties began. The good road ended at
Gupis, and fell away into a narrow path up one,
side of a steep hill to scramble down the other ;
and so on, up and clown, up and clown, higher
and higher ; liere a dangerous gorge to pass, ancl
now a fearful precipice, known in this rugged
country as a pnri, and described as " a place
where thc road comes to a sheer precipice overhanging the river, across which a road has to be
built out on piles driven into the face of the cliff."
Now, too, a look-out had to be kept for a
human enemy-unsettled
tribes that might
attempt to retard their progress. But they
climbed uy to the little village of Ghizar, ten
thousand feet above the sea level, without
molestation, t o find snow lying deep on the
ground.
"It's been s~lowinghard for five days," said
the political officel; coming out to meet the little
band.
"We must push on, t l ~ o ~ ~ gsaid
h , " ICelly. "The
garrison at Cl~itralhas been shut up four weelcs
already."
r Colonel; The
"The road is awful f ~ ~ r t h eup,
Shai~durPass must be impassable now."
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T h e Sha1lduj-Pass was two marches ahead. At
the foot of the Pass on this side is the bare
plateau of Langar, and from here it slol~esup
a llarrow track to the height of three thousand
feet. At the top of the hill is a pretty level plain
five miles long, shut in by big mountains
on either side. Then comes the scramble down
to Laspur, a little viilage nestling at its foot.
" I t woulcl be a bad loolr out," said ICelly, "if
we got silowed up on the Pass."
"A likely catastrophe, Colonel," replied tho
orficcl; looking anxiously up a t the gleaming
mountains ahead.
Kelly looked round 011 his small band of
Sikhs, and remembered that on the other side
of t l ~ cPass the country had been up in arms
against t h c Government ever since Sher Afzul
had driven the British baclr into the fort.
What if the enemy were waiting for them on
the Pass ?
After a shoit consultation with his officers he
fouild it ilnpossible t o get on-first of all on
account of the snow, and h e added, "We may
want the ~ L I I I S . "
I t was decided the11 that they should wait for
the rear guard.
It came up the next day, toiling up to Ghizar
on the 31st of March, having been joined by the
ICashmir Sappers and Rifles under their respective officers at Gupis,
The colonel's orders were t o rest that day at
Gllizar, so that the whole force could press on
togctller n e x t monling, starting at seven o'cloclr..
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They succeeded in hiring a number of
villagers to help to carry the provisions that
would be required while crossing the Pass, a l ~ d
to assist with the baggage, to malre things
easier for the Sepoys.
With brave hearts all were up early next
morning, April 1st) when a cry of dismay was
heard. '
" The coolies have bolted ! "
"Bolted ? "
"Absconded during the night I "
" Cowardly brutes ! " added a hot-heacled
young soldier.
I t was quite true. Not a coolie that had
been impressed the day before was to be found.
"I'll find them," cried Stewart, grimly. (He
had the charge of the guns.) " Only let me catch
them, and 1 promise you they'll stick t o their
bargain."
And in another moment h e was galloping off
in the direction they were supposed to have
talrcn.
This caused a delay of nearly three hours.
There was no sign of Stewart or the coolies.
The baggage was distributed as best as they
could ; and at ten o'clock, notwithstanding the
unpromising outlook of things, the whole force
left Ghizar, plodding steadily through the snow.
The first mile or two was got over fairly well,
and then the mules began to flag. T h e snow
became deeper and deeper. Their drivers
urged them on with kindly pats and cheering
cries. They crawled on inch by inch. Now
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the snow reached up to their bodies, and laden
as they wcre the poor creatures could hardly
stagger along.
"It's iinpossible to get them on," cried one of
the officers hopelessly. "They'll never do it ! "
"Sir, they cannot," answered one of the
drivers, patting the head of his panting mule.
"Colonel, what's to be done now ? How
shall we carry the guns ? "
The guns! I t was impossible to get on
without the guns. The guns were required
above everything to drive back the enemy that,
on the other side of the Pass, would swarm in
thousands on the heights, and to shell the
sangars, or breastworlts, behind which they
would lie snugly sheltered.
They had already cut up Ross's detachment,
and destroyed Edwardes's and Fowler's party :
tllesc had had no guns.
T o advance without the gulls would be worse
than folly. S o the coloilel thought ; and so
he said.
While a discussion was going on as t o what
should be done, a little party was seen plodding
on in the rear.
" Stcwart and the runaway coolies l Hurrah l "
cried a triumphant voice.
And despondent as they felt a t that trying
moment, some could not help raising a cheer. I t
was Stewart indeed. He had overtaken about
thirty of the runaway coolies, and had compelled them to follow the force. H e rode up
t o them jaded and weary, for he had had a
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tiring ride; but thc pony he rode was so exhausted, poor creature ! that it fell and died in
the S~IOW.
I t was about two o'clocl~ in the afternoon.
They had left Ghizar at tell in the morning,
and had got over oilly four miles. Well might
Umra Khan have snapped his fingers at the
Government when h e remembered the snowcovered hills !
T o talce on the guns was impossible, and
for the men to advance without them was
folly.
Would the eiltcrprise have to be given LIP?
It seemecl like it.
Three miles further on was a little hamlet called
Teeru. I t was not big enough t o shelter the
whole force ; and as it was impossible to get the
mules forward, the colonel decided that they
should return to Ghizar over the track they had
made in coming. S o thc force was divided,
the colollel himself going back with the guns,
two hundred of the pioncers, and the fifty
Punial levies ; while Borrodaile, with his orficcrs,
and the other two hundred pioneers, with thc
Icashmir Sal~persand Miners, and the I-Iunza
levies, and the coolies, got on to Teeru, to wait
thcre as patiently as they could.
All next day it snowed. The men sat and
shivered in their great-coats, and loolced u p
doggedly at the great white Pass, so beautiful,
so ornillous !
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was snowing a t Ghizar too, and
the anxious colonel, impatient at
the dclay, felt that his hands were
tied. The mules could not carry
fie guns. And witho~lt t h e guns-And
the prrison was starving, perhaps.
But his pioneers knew their colonel's face.
I-Iis anxiety was their anxiety ; his impatience
tlleirs as well, And they were Si/zhs.
Said onc to his fellows, " W e must not march
without the guns."
"Impossible," answered a chorus.
"The mules are helpless in the snow."
There is no doubt of that."
"The Commanding Sahib is troubled about
the guns."
"And our brothers at Chitral are starving,
perhaps."
There was a pause. " Purity, chastity, and
charity "-their motto, when lived up to, must
make men brave to endure.
"Brothers, could not we carry the guns ? "
Allother breathless pause. ,Then came the
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hoarse determined chorus : "If the Commanding Sahib permits we shnZ1.'' Not idle words.
No sooner said than acted on. They seek their
native officers. T h e case is laid before thcm ;
and the spokesman adds, "Beg the Commanding Sahib that we may carry the guns." The
native officers, pf-oud of the message they
carried, delivered it to Colonel Kelly.
And while they spoke, a native officer of the
ICashmir rifles that Gough had brought froln
Gupis, came up with the information that thc
men, inspired by the brave determination of
the Silrhs, had also volunteered to help in this
arduous task.
Just as the Silchs a t Chitral fort, by their
brave example, kept hope alive in the breasts
of their weaker fellows, so here again we find
this splendid race inspiring the Icashmir Rifles
with their own valour. Tht: colonel was moved.
His eye kindled as he gave his answer:
"Tell my men I thank them."
And now bustle, bustle ! Not a moment need
be lost. With cheerf~llfaces and determined
miell the men e q ~ ~ i p p ethemselves
d
for their
heavy march under Stewart and Gough.
The mountain guns and their carriages are
so constructed that they can be divided into
loads of about two hundred pounds each.
The gun itself is divided into two portions,
which are screwed together when required for
action. The body of the carriage is considered
a load in itself for a mule; and the two
wheels weigh about one hundred pounds each.
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At two o'clock in the afternoon of April 2nd
Borrodaile's advance party lifted u p their eyes,
and saw these brave fellows bowed under their
loads, struggling through the snow.
"They're carrying the guns ! "
"Impossible I Impossible ! "
But it is true.
By threes and fours they come straggling
into the camp, bent under some portion of the
guns.
Well might they cheer as they help them to
unload, exclaiming at the splendid achievement !
Resting that afternoon and night at Teeru,
the whole force was astir next morning, and
started for Langar, five miles ahead.
A more arduous five miles was surely never
before marched. They tried to push the guns
on sledges over the snow; but the track was
so narrow and so broken, that they gave up
the attempt in dcspail; and the men took up
their burdens again, and struggled bravely on.
The snow was awful. They could oilly
crawl on step by step. Only iive miles to
Langar, but the night was coming on, and
they had not reached it yet. All day long they
had been struggling through the snow, and now
the darkness was falling so fast they could
hardly see the track.
"If the men are to get into camp to-night
they must drop their loads," cried Stewart.
"They might stack them in the snow,''
answered Gough, wearily, " and return for them
to-morrow. Ileaven only knows how they've
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struggled on so far." This plan was at once
decided on. The order was shouted out and
passed along the line; ancl the guns, the
carriages, the wheels, the ammunition boxes were
gladly dropped and stowed away in the snow,
and the men marched on to Langar, reaching
it only at eleven that night.
Here the tired mcn found no sheltcr, not evcn
a rock behind which to shelter tl~emselvcsfrom
the bitter wind. One solitary hut stood there,
and this was given up to thc most exhausted of
the poor fellows.
The rest of the men camped out in the open
night, huddliilg together round miserable fires
lighted from bits of brushwood.
If they dozed from sheer fatigue, it was to start
up again shivering in the biting blast.
Unrefresl~ecl, cramped from cold, the dawn
of anotlier day found them doggedly determilled
to continue their heart-breaking march.
"Thcy must not attempt t o carry the g~u1s
over the Pass to-day," said Uorrodaile, dccidedly. "They're not fit for it. They would
oilly break dowil halfway. If a party of us can
tnailagc to cross over to-day, tllcy might not find
it quite so arduous to follow in our tracli
to-morrow."
And after a consultation with his officcrs they
at length arranged that Stewart and Gough
should stop on at Langar, and employ their
n~ellin fetching up the loads they had drol~pecl
ill the snow, to store them in t l ~ ecamp ti[[
u~rl'odaile could sclid lrclp from the otllcr side
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of the Pass, the pioneers and levics going with
llirn to carry only their ordinary kit.
On the Pass the snow, of course, was deeper
still ; in some places as deep as five feet.
The Hunza levies marched in front beating
dom~la sort of track. Sometimes they fell up
to their armpits in snow, and had to be pulled
out by their comrades. If those following got
the least bit out of the track, down they would
go.
Their ears tingled from the cold, alld the glare
dazzled their cyes. The Sepoys had been provicled with blue spectacles, which they all wore
before starting ; but many suffered from snow1)lindness ; their toes and fingers ached till they
became numbed ; and numbers suffered from
frostbite.
Each man had to carry his rifle and eighty
rounds of ammunition, the pioneers being
weighted with their tools as well. Rations also
bad to be carried.
When they got halfway over the Pass, tlic
poor fellows lrept falling out: by twos and threcs,
dropping their loads as if they could not pick
them up again.
" I t 100lis as if we must camp out in the snow
another night," said one of Borrodaile's officers.
" I'm afraid we'll have to," was the anxious
reply. " The poor fellows are quite exhausted.
It's half-past five already."
" They'll collapse if we can't get them undcr
shelter to-night."
But suddenly from the advance guard a
G
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triumphant shout was borne back to them 011 the
air. They found that they had reached the end
of thc Pass and the descent was comparatively
casy.
The glad news was shouted back along the line,
and those that had fallen behind picked themselves up and made a fresh start.
The descent was indeed easy in cotnparison,
but they were now getting into the enemy's
country, and who could tell but that the foe was
waiting for them at Laspur, the village a t the
foot of the Pass ?
Umra Khan had put too much trust in the
snow. H e never dreamed that the British
would, in such awful weather, even attempt to
cross the Pass. How easily a few hundred of
his Jandol warriors might have beaten back thc
exhausted troops had they been ready for them
on the Pass! S o much did he rely on the
terrible weathel; that no fightillg men had been
stationed a t Laspur.
A few levies proceeding cautiously as scouts
came back with the triumphant information that
no armed men were about.
"Thank Heaven I " was the grateful cry. I t
came from their hearts.
They were in no condition to tackle a human
enemy after their terrible twelve hours' march.
I t was half-past seven o'clock when Laspur was
gained.
It was a straggling village, and the villagers,
awed into cringing respect for the valiant men
that could accomplish so stupendous a march,
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hurricci to offer their services, placing their
llouses a t their disposal.
"Malte yourselves snug!" cried the captainan order no one was loth to avail himself of.
Oh! how thankful they were to get out of
the cruel wind and snow! I t was not so bleak
at Laspur, and not nearly so cold ; and then, too,
they had the shelter of the houses.
Securing themselves in a rough way from a n y
night attack, they slept the sleep they had earned.
They were only two marches from Mastuj.
Next morning they impressed a number of
villagers, sending them back to Langar to help
to bring the guns over the Pass.
This splendid feat was accomplished by t h e
I<ashmir Infantry under Stewart and Goughthe most marvellous of all the marvellous deeds
accomplished on I<ellyls march.
On t h e 6th of April, Colonel Kelly, wit11 his
staff officer Beynon and the Punial levies, arrived
a t Laspur. That afternoon the scouts brought
the information that a body of armed men were
at a place called Gasht, twelve miles away ; a n d
the next day Borrodaile and Stewart, wit11 a
hundred and twenty pioneers, made a reconnaissance in that direction. But there was no fighting ; they found the place almost deserted ; t h e y
managed to seize a dozen ponies, and also thirty
coolies to help with the transport, and with theso
welco~ne additions they returned to Laspur.
Resting all the next day-the 7th-the whole
force marched on the 8th to Gasht without
opposition, Reconnoitring that evening, it was
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found that the enemy had mustered in great
ll~lmbersacross the valley three miles away a t
a place called Chokalwat.
This valley lies between tremendous hills
towering one above the other in jagged c l i a .
A river runs through the valley. On these cliffs
the enemy were posted in large numbers, cosiIy
sheltered behind stone breastworlcs with loopboles to fire from.
The road to Mastuj leads aloilg this valley a t
the foot of a stone shoot. A stone shoot is a
terrible place. Imagine a steep hillside covered
thick with loose stones that are apt to come
rushing down like an avalanche if once set
going. The defile where Ross's unhappy party
was cut off lay along one of these terrible stone
shoots.
A t Chokalwat some of the enemy were
posted on the heights at the top of this shoot, t o
set the stones rolliilg down to oppose Colonel
Kelly.
The only other road to Mastuj was a zigzag
track up the cliffs, where, on jutting crags, t h e
enemy had raised breastworks, from which they
could shoot or hurl stones at the party climbing up.
Mast~j,they knew, was besieged. They had
known that before they left Gilgit. So on April
gth, at half-past ten in thc morning, Coloilel
Kelly marched down the valley to attack this
position with a hundred and ninety pioneers,
the two guns, forty Kashmir sappers and miners,
and a few levies.
.

.

1

The pioi~ecrs wcre divided into two coml~anics,the first leading the way, followed by
the sappers and miners, the two guns, and then
the rear-guard of pioncers.
Meanwhile Beynon with fifty Hunza levies
was sent to climb the hill on the left banlc of
the river; and tllc Yu~iialsunder their Rajah
up another on the right.
When Relly's party reached the river they
found the bridge broken. The sappers ancl
miners patched it up, for the men to cross. The
guns, which were now carried by ponies, were
talcen through the river by coolies ; the guns,
covered meanwhile by the I-Iunzas on the hill,
were then placed it1 position to shell the first
sangar.
The cnemy were armed with Martini-Henry
and Snider rifles, and thcy could shoot straight.
Bang! bang! went their shots through the
loopl~olesof their sangars. They fancied them-selves nicely protectcd, and probably would
not have cared for the rifle firing of the
British-their
natural position bcing so very
strong ; but when a well-aimed shell burst in
their midst, wounding and lcilling in all directions, thcir surprise and consternation were
great.
In twos and threes they left the first sangar
t o malte another stand behind the second, till
the first was entirely deserted.
Colonel Kelly thcn had the guns placed so as
t o attack the second sangar, while the levics
cleared small parties on the hillsides,,

'The volley-firing from thc pioneers, and a few
more well-directed ~ h ~ l l drove
s,
the enemy froln
the second sangar. T h e y did not wait to occupy
their other breastworks, but fled helter-skelter in
the direction of Mastuj, T h e action had lasted
just one hour. O n e man of the l~ioneerswas
severely wounded, and threc lCas11mir sappers
The enemy lost from fifty to sixty men,
T h e little force then continued its march along
the left bank of the river for another mile, when
the river was again forded, and they crossed to
the right bank, marching straight on towards
Mastuj.
As they ileared Mastuj a little band was seen
comiilg towards them. I t turned out to be
Lieutenant Moberly, who was in command there
with his men. A t midday he had observed
that the enemy were gradually moving away
from Mastuj, so taking out a few men, h e followed
t o see how the land lay, and came across Colonel
Kelly.
I t was Moberly who had marched to Buni,
eighteen miles from Mastuj, to rescue Lieutenant
Jones and the handful of men that had escaped
from the fate that befell the rest of Ross's
unfortunate party, and only in the nick of time,
for the enemy arrived at Buni a few hours afterwards. A few clays later, they closed round
Mastuj fort, and occupying some houses three
hundred yards away, kept up a perpetual fire on
the fort.
The Chitralis also sent many polite messages
to Moberly, assuring him that Sher Afzul was
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the friend of the British, and offering to conduct
him under an armed escort to Gilgit if he
would only trust them, and not he so very
suspicious.
"But I was more than suspicious," laughed
the young soldier, as he recounted his adventures
to the officers with Icelly's force, " Once," added
i he gleef~~lly,
"the Puilial levies in the fort
/ crawled out in the dead of night and white( washed the loopholes of the breastworks that
the enemy had erected not far off. I t made a
, splendid target to aim a t next day ; ancl we
i kept such an accurate fire on the loopholes that
I we drove the fellows clean away."

:

I
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The relief party on their part had their own
adventures t o relate, and both sides congratulated
each other on their pleasant meeting. A t
Mastuj a halt of two days was made, to wait for
the remainder of the force, ancl to get fresh
supplies before starting for Chitral.

CI-IAPTER XI,
A LONG FIGIIT AND A I I A R D 17IGIIl'.

E A N W H I L E , the prospect was a very
gloomy one for our heroes at Chitral
fort ; and, t o add to the gloom, rain
began to fall -heavy rain, pouring
unceasi~lgly for two long days. I t soalccd into
the fort walls. Part of the parapet on one side
was in danger of sinking. They had to build
up some of it a t night, and prop it up with
bcams.
The little Mehtar was distressed at the cliscomfort it brought on all. H e asked a leanled
and very holy man who was with him in the
fort, if he could write a prayer to Allah for t l ~ e
rain to stop.
So the l ~ o l yinan wrote a paper in Pcrsian, and
the little Mehtar asked that it might be fisecl
on the top of a lance and rais'ed upon the wall.
The soldiers said that sooll after the rain ceased
to fall.
Bang l bang ! bang ! came the Jaildoli
bullets with all their might and main, The
enemy seemed enraged that their plan for

i
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ousting the besiegers was received with contern1)t.
They were determined to be revcnged.
They sbouted abuse a t the Sepoys in the
garrison, and aslxd derisively whether they
thought this was the first fort besieged by their
Chief?
"Not the first by a long way," they jeered.
"And the taking of this inud fort will not be
the last I "
"Where is the Union Jacli: ? Hoist it on the
flag-towcr 1 " cried the British Agent. " Let the
Jandolis see that nTedefy them and their sltill."
So up flcw the Union Jack with a hoarse
cheer from the garrison, and flapped out in the
face of the enemy as if it plainly said, "Here
I am, and here I stay. Do your very worst !"
By the followillg rough outline the position
of Cllitral, and the way rclicf was comii~gfrom
.
both sides, inay be imagined,
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From Gilgit the gallant Kelly and his pioneers
are fighting their way. The terrible road alone
is a formidable foe; and there are thousands
of wily and powerful enemies prepared to hem
them in and shoot them down as they climb
the dangerous ascents.
From Nowshera General Low and his three
brigades are advancing, forcing their way
through unknown country, crossing swollell rivers,
driving back the fierce wild tribes that harass
them on the march.
" If Umra Khan does not clear out of Chitral
territo~y,the Government will com$el him to do
so."
The Chief of Jandol heard, but heeded not.
H e snapped his fingers at the threat.
"Nature," thought he, "is on my side. The
big grand mountains, and the cold of the
dazzling snow. They've got to reach me first."
Umra Khan did not know the power of the
Government, nor the long, long arm that, a s the
Sikhs say, " reaches very far."
And now disquieting rumours came floating
on the air towards IGla Drosh, where Umra I<han
had established himself, expecting complacently
day by day the news of the fall of the fort.
One and another came in to tell the story of
a powerful fol-ce marching, marching 011, and
sweeping all before it. Marching, marching on,
and threatening Jandol itself. Nothing stopped
their way. They shot their enemies a mile off
with strange and wonderful guns. They crossed
swolle~~
rivers in the very face of the foe.
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To Chitral they are marching, and to Chitral
they will come. Ay, though to reach it they
must pass through Jandol itself. Jandol was
threatened-the
Chief's own territory. Umra
Khan could afford no longer to snap his fingers
at the Government. The Government lrnew what
it was about when it planned a march to Chitral
through Jandol territory.
After an anxious couilcil with his chiefs, he
arranged t o leave some hundreds of his most
skilled warriors to carry on the siege with Sher
Afzul and the Chitralis, while he himself hurried
bacli with some thousands of piclred rneil to stop
the advance of the British, carrying Edwardes and
Fowler with him.
I t may as well be said here that the officers
were well treated by Umra I<han ; fed with the
best he had, and made as comfortable as possible.
They have nothing but pfaise for the Jandol
Chief, and speak of him as a fine fellow. Later
on, j u t before his last battle was fought, Umra
Khan released his prisoners, and had them conducted in safety to General Low's camp, hoping
by this act of generosity to secure better terms
for himself.
And now the Jandolis that were left behind
fought harder than ever, and inspired the Chitralis,
who would have acco~nplishednothing without
them, with something of their own warlike
spirit.
"1 trust t o your courage and your skill,"
Umra Khan said t o the chosen men he had
left behind. He had great influence over them

..
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because he was so strong and brave himself.
"You will not be beaten."
The Jandolis swore a great oath that they
would take the fort, and now, remembering the
oath, they fought desperately, for they knew
their time was getting short.
The imprisoned garrison knew nothing of the
advance of the three brigades, nor of the gallant
Icelly's wonderful march. How could thcy ?
But the Jandolis ltnew. And their time was
getting shorter every day.
They built new breastworlts nearer and
nearer the fort, and poured a deadly fire into
it from behind their shelter. Again and again
they attacliecl the water-way. T h e y were bent
on firing the gun-tower.
None of the garrison dreamed of sleeping
a t night. Each man was wanted a t his post,
for the night attacks were more and more
planned.
frequent, and rnorc and more skilf~~lly
Oh, thc weary watching through the long, long
-night! The craving they had for sleep ! Too
little sleep ; and too little food l They were
growing all so gaunt and thin. But sleep could
only be snatched in turns by day, lying down
with their clothes on. Aild they dared not
eat enough to sxtisfy their h u ~ ~ g elest
r , the food
should not hold out. If they could only have
.heard !-but they heard notl~ing,save t h e shots
of the Jandol rifles, and their fierce oaths that
'they would make a bonfire of the gun-totver.

t
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CIIAPTBR XII.

" FIRE !

FIRE

!"

0 tllc east of the fort was tllc summerhouse, at the end of a large garden.
It had been built by a previous
Mehtar, and was situated not fifty
~rardsaway from the gun-tower.
The garrison had not succeeded in pulli~lg
down this place when they knocl\red over the
other outbuildings just outside t h e fort, and
the enemy got possessioll of it.
From the shelter of its walls they lrcpt up an
endless fire at the holes of the gun-tower.
Ollc morning, about a weel< after Umra Rhnn's
rctreat, the garrison saw in the dim early light
,a stone breastwork quite close to the main gate
of the fort, which the eileiny had raiscd in the
dark, and beliind that another, about thirty yards
Lehilicl the first. From the shelter of these and
the summcr-house they battered away all day.
"Oh, for a heavy gun ! " Townshend set
his teeth as h e looked out on the breastworks
of stone, and smiled grimly to thinlr how easily
they could be shelled, and the Jandolis behind
them scattered !
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But if they had possessed a gun, the enemy
would havc bccn sent flying before this.
I t was with tllesc guns that ICelly was pushillg
his way, driving the enemy from their strongest
positions ; thcse guns that carried all before them,
and made a way for Gcneral Low's force.
A s night time came oil the fighting stopped,
and all was q ~ i c t . The garrison guessed they
were llatching some plot, and waited anxiously
for the early morning hours, the officers going
from post to post t o sec that each man was in
his place.
Then suddenly in that dark hour-for it is
always the darkest the hour before dawn-the
silence was broken by horrible yells, and the
enemy began a desperate assault, besieging the
fort it1 greater ilumbers than ever. While some
of them attacked from the garden side, where
the summer-house was, others made a determined
attack on the water-way ; and while the attention
of the garrison was held in defending these places,
a few of the Jandolis stole up in the darkness
up to the gun-tower, and in the pluckiest way
piled up faggots and bundles of wood against
a corner, and succeeded in setting these
Presently a great bonfire was blazing away.

At first the majority in the garriso~~
thought
that the great light that suddenly burst out was
owing to the fire-balls they were in the habit
of throwing out to light up the ground round
the fort when attacked like this in the dark.
I3ut Gurdon soon detected the misehief-terrible

" FIRE !

FIRE

9"

(35

mischief-for it was not o~llya bonfire of faggots
blazing away-thc tower, which was built of wood
as well as of stone, had caught fire as well.
This was the plot they had been hatching,
and cleverly it had been accomplished,
" The gun-tower is on fire ! " and Gurdon sent
messages flying round the fort.
The Sepoys could not leave their places, for
they were repelling the other attacks, and a fierce
mob were battering away at the water-tower with
exultant yells.
Mr. Roberts011 shouted for the servants, the
water-carriers, the clerlts-every available noncombatant-and up they tore, the British Agent
leading the way, to help to put out the flames.
The water-carriers emptied their skins of water
through the holcs in the wall of the tower down
on the flames beneath. While some rushed
panting up the steps laden with water, othcrs
seized thc buckets, or whatever vessels caine to
hand, and flung the contents on the flames.
" More water ! Bring watcr ! If tlie fire is not
got under, the tower will fall l Hurry, hurry!
not a moment to lose 1 "
The Sikhs heard the alarm of ('Fire I " above
the banging of the bullets, but not a man left
his post. How calmly they s t a n d How steadily
they fire! Volley after volley, with that quiet
smile upon their lips, a if they scorned the
thought of being beaten.
Volley after volley, till the enemy, cursing
loud, are bound to retreat. Hurrah ! they find
such close quarters too hot for them, and
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sullenly retreat amongst the sheltering walls of
the bazaar.
Thcir retreat left solnc of the Sepoys at
liberty.
"Carry up earth in your great-coats t o the
galleries ! " shouted Townshcnd, for the flames
were spreading and getting hold of thc great
beams that supportcd the tower.
Up flew the Sepoys, lugging their heavy earthfilled coats, passing the non-combatants hurry-.
ing down with empty vessels, toiling up with
bacltets full oC water.
"The towcr is in danger," the ominous whisper
spread from man to man, and one and all set
their teeth, and with determined faces proceeded
to conquer the fire foe.
I t was pitch dark inside the tower. Outside
the flames leaped up, and threw their ruddy
glare on the excited worlrers in the gallerics.
And less than fifty yards off the Jandolis, well
hidden tl~e~nselves
in the summer-house, sent
volley after volley a t the burning tower. As
soon as a head appeared at one of the holes, it
became a mark for t h e enemy, so that those
elnployed in throwing water or flinging carth
did so a t the risk of their lives.
Bang! bang! bang ! came the bullets a t the
tower with a deafening roar. Splinters from
the woodworlc flew in all directions, blinding
and hitting the men as they rushed up and
down.
The great tongues of flamc, hissing and
spluttering, added to the din.

"PIRE

!
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"Savc the tower ! Save t h e tower!" was
the universal cry. "All is lost if thc towcr
falls ! "
"Morc earth ! More water ! " was the greedy
call shoutcd above the din.
It was a race amongst the most timid of thc
nail-fighting oiles to see which could work the
fastest, regardless of the flying bullets ~ o p p i n g
through the towel--holes, and t h e falling splinters
from the beams. Outside the din was deafening.
From thc summer-house came loud, exulting
cries, the beating of tom-toms, chcers of fierce
joy accolnpailied the bang, bang of their bullets ;
while not far off, behilld thc sheltcr of a wall, a
number of priests wcrc gathered, shouting out
prayers to Allah that t h e tower might fall.
As sooil as the flames werc got under a bit,
the wind, blowing hard a t the time, fanned them
into life again ; and t h e prayers of the priests
increased in vehemence.
The pluck of the clcrlcs and messengers aild
servants was wonderf~~l.T h e bullets whizzcd
and rattlcd through the tower-holes ; thcy still
rvorked steadily on. Sepoys fell down wounded
at their feet ; they did not flinch.
One of the Sikhs was shot dead at a hole,
and Mr. Robertson was w o ~ ~ n d cind the arm.
If there was a panic for t h e moment, it soon
quieted down.
Save the tower! Save the towcr at any
cost I " was the brave cry, and still they worked
with might and main.
Preseiltly another Scpoy was shot dead, and
'(
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others were wouilded at the holes from whcrc
they flung earth and water.
Gradually thc darlciless gave way to dawn,
and the dawn to morning light. The fire had
been discovered about five o'clock. Six, seven,
tight, had passed, and still the flames, leaping
up, defied both earth and water.
It was no jolrc tearing up steps, carrying
buclrets of water, or lugging up coats filled with
earth.
Men sank down exhausted, and were compelled
to stay to breathe, Others snatching the buckets
from their idle hands, immediately took their
places. And the priests behind the wall were
getting hoarse over their prayers, and the tomtoms beat lilrc mad in the summer-house.
l1T1le hour of victory is coming!" shouted
the Jandolis, and their expected triumph made
their arms more steady and thcir aiin more sure.
A happy thought came t o one of the besieged.
If we had a water-spout, the men would not be
so much exposed a t the holes."
"Bravo I A water-spout ! A water-pipe ! "
There was no time to be lost. This fire was
the most serious affair that had overtaken them
as yet.
As soon as possible a long spout was contrived,
and this they pushed through one of the holes
in the tower just over the raging bonfire.
Inside, from a more sheltered place, they poured
water into the spout, and tilting it, the water
ran along the spout and flowed out in a regular
stream on the fire a t the foot of the tawer.
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~ ~ ~ I t ~was~ a ~capital
l l idea.
! T h e mcu
that poured the water into the spout were not
so much exposed, and when they f o ~ ~ n d
tile plan worlcing SO well, everybody fell to work
renewed zest, and ran up and down with
their buckets faster than ever.
No more heads appeared a t the holes, to the
sorrow of the Jandolis. A water-spout was
stuck out instead, and from it a never-ending
stream poured steadily on the flames.
A tremendous hissing ! A vast deal of
spluttcrillg I Big puffs of smolte and steam !
Dash those Britishers ! " or whatever is
equivalent for that in the Jandol tongue. T h e
llour of victory seemed not quite so closc, for
tlie flames were not leaping up so cheerily as
before. Hissing took the place of crackling.
More and inore smolte.
The Jandolis were -fery, very much afraid that
the fire was being put out. The Jandolis may
be cunning, and the J h ~ d o l i smay b e clevei;
but British pluck and endurance are likely t o
beat them yet.
The prayers of the priests ascended in howls,
and the cheers of the enemy were giving place
to curses.
The fire was going out!
The beams that supported the gun-tower
were scorched and blackened, but still stood up
stolidly to weather the siege.
Thank God, the fire was going out !
The priests stopped their prayers and retired
discomfited, and the Jandolis, after a good round
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curse at the besieged, set their fertile wits to
concoct some otller plan.
It was past tell o'clock before the exhausted
garrison could b e sure that the fire was got
under. Five hours they had battled wit11 the
flames. I t was good t o rest their aching arms
and legs, and those whose turn it was to sleep,
slept soundly then, indeed.
Nine wounded me11 were added to the hospital,
where Dr. Whitchurch had his hands full, for day
b y day some of the weaker ones were falling
sicli, not being able t o stand the strain of so
much work and anxiety on such meagre food.
How the me11 scanned their officers' faces to
read dejection or over-anxiety there ! But they
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never got the chance.
"The faces of the sahibs show no fcar,"
whispered the men to each other. "Thcy are
quite a t ease. They look for the relieving force
day by day. They are not afraid it will not
come in time."
" W e can trust the sahibs," was the coilfident
answer. " \Vhen they show anxiety, it will bc
time for us to be afraid."
Good gallant hearts ! The " sahibs " had made
a compact with each otl~erthat, suhnteve~*happened, they should not let their anxiety be seen
b y the men, lest it might discourage them.
Good gallant fellows ! Surely it made their
task the heavier to hide under a pretended
cheerfulness the awful anxieties of those days.
Of such stuff is the true-born Briton made.
God bless evej brave man of them 1
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The British Agent was severely wounded in
the arm ; but the doctor could not persuade him
to lie by.
"It may dishearten the men," h e said. " I
cannot afford to lie by." So, with his arm in a
sling, he went about his usual duties.
Artcr that fire scare Townshend got the men
to collect heaps of earth on the parapets and
on every storey of the tower, to be ready for fire
another time. And none but Sikhs were placed
as sentries at the most important posts, for these
splendid Sepoys were to be implicitly trusted.
The cunning Jandolis were hatching their ncxt
plot, and in the mean time kept the besieged
alive by a big attack again on the water-tower,
and a few days later made another clever attempt
to fire the fort; but they failed in both, owing
to the vigilance of the Sikhs. Next they took a
violcnt fancy for the sound of their tom-toms,
and kept up a perpetual tom-tomming in the
summer-house.
And now, from their watch-places in thc towers,
the sentries on guard saw large bands of men
leaving Chitral, and going off armed in the
direction of Mastuj.
What did it mcan ? Had the besiegers got
knowledge of a relieving force ? A n d were these
large bands of armed men sent to oppose them ?
Hollow eyes flashed hope in the gaunt faces
of the men as the news spread through the fort.
"If theyke going towards Mastuj, help ]nay
be coming from tlle Gilgit side," was the idea
of the officers.
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" Ilelp from Gilgit ! A force from Gilgit! "
T h e Sepoys caught the hopef~ilwhisper, and
passed it from mall to man.
Later in the day their hope grew surer, forc
those on watch sent down word that parties of
the enemy were coming home, and carrying
dead bodies with them.
" There has been fighting, then."
"And the bodies must be those of big
personages brought back for burial. And they
seem to have lost a number of them, too."
"If we could only gct some idea of what is
going on outside ! "
They made an attempt to send out a spy to
pick up any information, but lie could not gct
away at all. T h e enemy were too watchful.
How it would have cheered the poor fellows
could they have certainly kllown that it was
Icelly and his gallant band already ill possession
of Mastuj 1
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CI-IAPTER XIII.
TI-IE FIGFIT AT NISA C;OL,

April 12th Lieutenant Beynon,
Icelly's Staff-officel; made a reconnaissance from Mastuj, and returned
wit11 the news that the enemy was
mustered strong at a, place known as Nisa Gol.
Nizum-ul-Mulk, the unfortunate Mehtar \i.hn
had met his untimely death while out hawliing,
at the hands of his halt=bl.other Amir-ul-Mulk,
is said to have boasted, and not without renson,
that Nisa Go1 was one of tlie strongest positions
for the defence of his country.
And it is thought by some that Alcxandcr
the Great, at the time of his conquests in Irlrlicr
about 327 B.C., got as far as Nisa Gol, and
turned another way, thinlcing the country on
the other side could not be penetrated. Dr.
Smith, in his "History of Greece," says that a
vast number of Alexander's soldiers intermarried
t
thc
with Asatic women, so who knows b ~ that
boast of the Hunza men, who claim t o be descended from Alexander's armies, may, indeed,
have some foundation l
Early on the morning of the 1 3 t h Colonel
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ICelly, with his now increased force, for
garrison at Mastuj had joined him, advanced
towards Nisa Gol. Here precjpitous, rocliy
mountains rise on either side of the valley
through which the Chitral rivcr flows. Tlle
valley is a mile wide, and would not be at all
difficult to g e t over if it were not suddenly
cut in two b y a yawning chasm about three
hundred feet decp and two liundred yards
across. There is only one path across this
chasm, and of course the enemy had cut it
away. Opposite this chasm a number of breastworlts had been raised, built high of wood and
stone, and on the jagged cliffs, all the way up
the mountains, towering on the left side, more
sailgars were t o be seen-up, up, up, right away
into t h e snow that lay thiclc on the mountain
tops and ilearly halfway down. On the right
side the sangars wcrc fewer and nut carried so
high up.
And here at Nisa Go1 the enemy mustered
fifteen hundred under Mahorned Isa himselfSher Afzul's half-brother. This redoubtable
gentleman's motto must have been, "All is
fair in love and war." For h e it was that
captured Edwardes and Fowler under a flag of
truce, whcn they accepted his invitation to polo
and a friendly tea.
Several of Umra Khan's Jandol warriors were
among the enemy. The defeat at Cholcalwat
had more than perturbed them. Could it be
that the oath they had sworn before their Chief
was in danger of being brolzen ? These born
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warriors set their teeth and prepared for a fierce
resistance.
While the pioneers marched in colnpanics
down the valley towards the chasm, the agile
Puninl levies were to swarm up.the hill on the
right where the sangars were not so numerous,
and come down on the other side of the enemy's
flank. The advance guard of pioneers lrept
firing in vollcys on the sangar on the right till
the guns could come into position. The shells
from the latter soon lrnocked dowil the wall of
the first sangar, scattering the men behind it.
The guns then were placed so as to attack
the main breastworlr.
About this timc Lieutenant Bcynon discovered a goat track across the right end of
the ravine that the enemy had destroyed ; so
a party of I<ashmir sappers uilder Moberly
were directed to malie an attempt to get across
here. Ladders had been brought purposely for
crossing the ravine, and the men lowered these
ladders, with the help of ropes, to reach the
bottom of the chasm. In this way about fifteen
men succeeclecl in getting down and climbing
up the opposite bank.
By this time the nimble Punial levies had
scaled a stone shoot and appeared on the
enemy's left just as the I<ashmir sappers ap,peared on the other side of the ravine.
The enemy were so staggered at seeing
these fifteen sappers with the levies about
to take them in the flal~li, and so panicstrickell at the way tlre guns kept shellillg their
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breastworks, that they flcd down the valley
quite demoralized.
T h e action had lasted two hours. Eight
men of ICelly's force were killed and sixteen
wounded. Of. the encmy fifty dead were left
on the field ; but they managed to carry away
a number of both dead and wounded in their
flight. Those behind the breastworlts up on thc
mountain sidc on the lcft disappeared into the
snow.
"I cannot speak too highly," said Colonel
ICelly, in his report, "of the extreme steadiness
and bravery of the troops during the course of
the action which lasted two hours, and during
which they were subjected to a vcry heavy and
trying fire from the front and left bank."
A gcneral advance was then made across the
ravine, and they bivouacked that night opposite
the village of Sanoghar, not far from the scene
of action.
I t is said that some curious old copies of the
ICoran-the
Mohammedan Bible-were foulld
in the village ; and a copy of our own Bible,
printed in Persian by a London firm, was
picked up in one of the houses.
T h e next day, learning that Mahomed Isa had
fled to Drasan, they marched in that direction,
but the fort was deserted.
T h e next day's march would bring - them
past Karagh, the place where Ross's party had
been cut up. Colonel ICelly, anxious to avoid
this terribIe defile, marched from Drasan high
up along the hillsides, instead of taking the

-
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usual road t o Chitral down the valley; a
tremendous sell" for the enemy that were
mustered at Icaragll to arrest him,
The natives, it is said, look up011 Kelly a s a,>
great commander, and spealr of him with much
admiration-and well they may!
On April 15th) they marched in heavy rain to
I<husht, the next day to Loon.
On the 17tl1, they reached the Chitral river.
I t was running breast high. On the opposite
banlr the enemy could have talten up an impregnable position and perhaps outwitted the gallant
band after all. But no enemy was to be seen,
Perhaps the beating at Nisa Go1 had taken
the spirit out of them. Perhaps they were
mustered strong, waiting for the force a t some
spot where the river was not so deep, for here
a rapid current was running, and the river is
not considered fordal~leat this point.
The men were linlted together in bands of
ten or twelve to hold each other up ; and the
levies were formed in a line below the fort to
help the coolies that were often washed off
their legs, weighted as they were with baggage.
Thanks to the pluclr of the levies not a rnan
of them Iost his life.
The river was crossed. The enemy's last
position was turned. They were but two
marches from Chitral !
But not one word had they heard of the
beleaguered garrison. I-Iad they come too
late ? Was their terrible journey accomplished
in vain j
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HAT an awful din those fellows are

kicking up in the summer-house ! "
said one of the officers in the
besieged fort. "I'd give a good
bit to shut them LIPwith their tom-tomming! "
The beating of drums and the playing of pipes
were going on merrily. The garrison failed to
discover any music therein. I t seemed, however,
to tickle the ears of the Pathans, for they kept
it up in fine style.
" Sahib," suddenly suggested the news-writerthe same Rab Nawaz Khan who had been carried
Yn by those two brothers all bleeding and covered
with wounds, and who had recovered wonderf~~lly
under the good doctor's care-" the noise, I think,
is made for a purpose."
"What purpose ? " questioiled the officer.
"The men of Umra IChan," said the newswriter gravely, " are clever in the art of mining.
I t may be that they beat their tom-toms to
drown the soullds of picking."
The officer breathed hard. "Digging a mine
to blow us up, eh ? "
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" Sir, it is quite possible."
A consultatioi~ of the officers was lield
immediately over this fresh grave situation.
"Yes, it is quite possible. Those Jandolis arc
clever enough for anything."
"They have blow11 u p the walls of many forts,"
said Xab Nawaz Khan. "When everytl~ingelse
fails, tllcy generally dig a mine right under to
thc walls, when they blow them up with gunpowder."
"And they are bicltitlg up that row tc covcf
the noise of their picks l I t beats everything l
What cute dogs those I'athans are!"
" If tlie news-writer is right, they havc started
the mine in thc summer-house, wherc they are
hidden from our sight."
" Quite so.
Ailcl are worlting their way underground towards the gun-towcr."
" HOW
are we to prove it ? "
" Listen," interrupted one. " If wc listcil hard,
couldn't we distinguish the thucl of the picks
from that curscd sl~indy? "
"Caution the sentries to listen, and rcport if
they hear the sound of picking. We inust be on
tlic watch ourselves. This is a serious business."
If there was a deafening din outside, those
in the fort were unusually quiet. All night the
tom-tomming went on. Once a mcssengcr cams
running to Townshend saying that one of the
sentries in the gun-tower was sure he heard tllc
sound of picks.
Up went Townshend to thc tower to llear
for himself.
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I-Iearken, sahib !" whispered the sentry, himself ill a listening attitude.
" I hear nothing," said Townshend after straining his ears.
There ! and there again 1 " persisted the
sentry.
( ( Y o L Iears
~
are better than mine," returned
Townshend. " I hear nothing but those awful
tom-toms."
T h e rest of the night was anxiously passed.
The officers could not but admire the energy
and resources of the Jandolis. I t was no mean
enemy they had to contend against.
"If it is true that they are digging a mine,
they must b e getting desperate," suggested one.
"Quite so. Perhaps the fight--it was bound
t o have been a fight !-those were dead bodies
they were carrying back."
" I am more than ever confirmed that a fight
took place i n the Mastuj direction."
"And the fight has gone against them!
They are desperate because relief is near!The hollow
nearer, perhaps, than we think I "
eye of the speaker glowed in his gaunt face.
The young officer was ,right. The enemy
were indeed desperate. How desperate they
alone knew. If, after all, relief should come,
and their prey escape them !
The Jandolis muttered a few fierce oaths as
they remembered that other oath they had sworn
to their chief-"We'll
take the gun-tower or die."
To them no doubt the night was 'short, for
they had much work to do.
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Inside tlie fort the dark hours dragged by, all
i ~ ~ t e n ton
l y the alert, straining to distinguish the
thud ! thud ! of the picks from the beating of
drums and pipes and the ceaseless cries of the
enemy.
On the morrlii~gof thc next day a native
officer in the gun-tower sent a request for
Townshend to come and listen.
"Sahib, thc sound of the piclciilg is distinct.
Stand where I stand, and listen."
Towilshei~d stood in the man's place and
strained his ears.
He could hear the slirill squeak of thc pipes,
and the objectionable tom-tom1 They were
aloud enough ; b u t now, amidst all the noisc, a
muffled thud ! thud I breaks also on his ear.
" I hear i t distinctly," he says in a stern, quiet
voice. " Beg the British Agent to comc up here."
" Rab
Nawaz Khan is quite right," said
Townshcnd, as the British Agcnt hurricd up the
tower. " Listen for the picks, Robertson. You
can hear them plain enough."
Thud l thud 1 thud ! No mistaking it now.
T h e sound of picking was distinct. .
T h e British Agent looked Townshend full in
the face and said quietly"The souilds of picking arc so plain, they must
have dug t o within a few yards of the tower."
"Yes ; they are so close to the tower, I
fear we have no time to construct a counter;
mine,"
And the gaunt, worn, wearied officers faced
each other steadfastly.
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"What is to be done, Towilshend ? We havc
no time to lose."
" W e must blow u p the mine. And t o g e t to
was
the inine we must rush t h e summer-ho~~se,"
the bold answer.
The few remaining oificers were summoned.
All could hear the noise of picking, a n d the
situation in all its gravity lay plain before thcm.
A sortie \vould have to be made, a n d the
summer-house would have to be captured. F o r
this dangerous piece of business Harley came
forward-a young, brave soldier, ready for a
soldier's duty, perhaps a soldier's death.
A daring thing t o charge pell-mell into that
summer-houseJ full of fierce and desperate foes.
Harley was ready. H e was to make a sortie
at the head of one hundred men, m a d e up of
forty Silihs and sixty Icashmir Rifles. And
Townsha~clbegan his instructions. T h e y werc
to rusll the summer-house with bayonets fixed,
capture it, drive the enemy out, aiid while some
helcl the place the rest were to destroy t h e
mine. Thcy werc to carry three powder-bags
~vitll one hundred and tell pounds of po\\rder,
to blow it up,

CHAPTER XV.
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A GALLANT SORTIE.

BOUT four o'cloclr in the arternoon
the brave baud assembled withill
gate on the east face of the fort.
From this gate to the ~ u n ~ r n e r - h ~ ~ ~ ~
lay a11 ope11 space of about eighty yards, over
wllicli they were to rush1 straigllt to the summerhouse.
13rnve little band ! I-Iow many of tlicm would
return to the fort? Which of them would lie
oat tlierc stiff and stark to-night ? If they
looltecl up n i s t f ~ ~ l laty the grim grey walls of
their prison-ho~lse,who could blatne tl~cm?
One of his comrades presscd I-Iarlcy's hand,
and whispered, " God speed." Each kllcw that
tlicir hands might ncver meet again. Thcn
softly tlle great gate was swung open 011 its
hinges, and the gallant youllg leader sprang out
at the head of his men.
\Yith one mad rush they cleared the eighty
yards, and gained the summcr-llouse before the
amazed Jatldolis guessed what was going to
happen.
Tlie tom-tom beaters and the pipe players
clrol)l~cdtheir iilstrumetlts with yells.
I
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The hoarse short cry of panic was heard by
those in tbe fort. Those that held loaded rifles
let fly wildly at the new-comers. Down dropped
a mail on either side of Harley. But before the
Jandolis had time to raise their rifles again, the
gleaming bayonets were thrusting them through
on every side, and the groans of the dying
mingled with the cries of panic.
I t was a hand-to-hand fight. Some were
killed ; some tore out of the house, escaping
unhurt, and rushing down the long garden,
concealed themselves behind a pile of faggots,
and gathering their wits together, made a stand
there, and from their shelter fired brislrly on
the invaders.
The summer-house was cleared. Harley and
his men were in possession now. Quicltly
telling off a party to lreep the Jaildolis at bay
and to return their fire, the leader with the rest
of the men immediately looked for the mouth
of the mine, and having found it, jumped into
the mine with five of his Sepoys.
Of course there were men at the far end of
the mine working underground. I t was the
thud ! thud! of their picks, getting closer and
closer to the gun-tower, that had at last reached
the ears of the besieged.
" Hearlren ! " exclaimed one of these worlrers,
suddenly throwing down his pick ; for the voice
he heard now was different from the beating of
tom-toms and the playing of pipes. A sound of
scuffling ; the songs of their comrades changing
to shouts of alarm and crics of agony !

With a chorus of " Something is wrong I " the
workers, over thirty in number, flung away their
tools and made a rush for the mouth of the
pushing and stumbling over each other in
tlleir frightened haste.
The cries of the first two that reached the
struck a death lrnell into the hearts of
the others.
Caught like rats in a trap !
Gleaming bayonets glistened at the mouth of
the mine. Could their eyes deceive them ? I t
was held by some of the besieged I
But these were brave men who would sell their
lives dear. A fierce struggle took place, but
they were thrust through as they came swarming
out, Ca~ightlike rats in a trap!
Two of these men, Chitralis, who h a d been
piclciilg at the farthest end of the mine, and
conscqt~eiltly the last to come out, sudcletlly
sltulk off, their hearts failing them as they saw
the doom of their comrades, and hid themselves
at the far end, trusting to some lucky chance for
escape.
In the meanwhile the Jandolis, seeing that
their mining plan hacl failed, for they knew
quit? well that I-Iarley was making preparations
to dcstroy their worlc, now gathered in large
nunlbers and ran down to the river bank tolvarc.1
the water-way, intending to attack the fort while
it was deprived of so large a number of its
clefellclers; and othcrs swarmed round t h e end
of the garden, thinking to cut off Harley and
bis brave band.
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Their movements were watched from the
tower by Townshend with a beating heart.
" Good heavens !
If Rarley and his hunClred
sl~oulclbe cut off!"
H e hurriec! up all tlze men he could inuster
to the ~arapets,bidding them fire incessailtly 011
the swarming foe, and never to stop a moment.
And then he sent a messenger to the summerhouse, telling I-Iarley "to hurry up for God's
salie, for the enemy were preparing to cut hirn
off from tlie fort ! " and waited in a fever of
anxiety for their safe return, watching the
movements of the eneiny with a sinking
heart.
I-Iarlcy was working his hardest. They had
to clear the dead bodies of the foe away; the
bags of gunpowder had to be carried into tlie
mine and placed in position. It all took
time. Above they could hear the sharp fire of
their men as they held the summcr-house
against the enemy-bang ! bang ! bang ! and
the shrieks of thc woundecl !
A t last all was in train, ancl it on!y wantecl
the light of a match to accomplish the work
they had risked their lives to perform, when
those two men lying hiclclen at the cnd of the
mine, listelling to the preparations with their
hearts going like sledgc-hammers, for well
enough they knew the intentions of the besieged,
made up their minds to male a dash for their
lives, for, as one whispered to his fellow:
To remain lzere is certain death, for we shall
be blown to pieces in another momcnt. If \ye
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makc a dash for it, we ~izczy escape wit11 a few
wol~nds."
Imagine, then, the coi~stcrnation of I-Iarley
and his Sepoys wben suddenly two mcn burst
upon them out of the mine they had supposed
to be empty.
The Chitralis made one wild effort to escape.
The startled Sepoys fell upon them, and in the
struggle one of the+Sikhs let his rifle go off.
The shot entered one of the powder-bags.
With an awful explosion the ground uncler their
feet rocked, rumbled, and was rent ! The next
moment thc mine that the enemy had so
laboriously constructed was blown up, and lay
like an open trench from the summel--house to
withill a fcw yards of the gun-tower!
The shock threw I-larley violently to the
ground. Wonderful to tell, he escaped with a
bruise or two. Wonderful, too, that none of the
Sikhs were injured, though some of them had t!leir
clotlies burned and their hair singed. Fortune
had favor~redthe brave !
And now another messenger came flying from
thc fort with another urgent, "Hurry up I "
The worlr had talcen them more than an hour
-a terribly long and miserable hour to Townshend at the fort.
But, hurrah! the work was done, their
object accomplished ; ahd the gallant leader,
gathering his men together-not
a hundred,
alas! ninz of the brave fellows lay dead about
the ruins of the summer-house, adding to the
ghastly spectacle all around where the bloody

I
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conflict had taken place-gave the order in a
ringing voice, and rushed straight back to the
fort ullder the wild fire and execratiolls of the
baffled enemy, rendered desperate at the failure
of their plot.
T h e gate was open t o receive them, and as
the last man hurried in it was swung back and
closcd again, while a grand cheer rent the air
at the success of the gallant sortie, and every
officer's hand was stretched out to grasp
I-Iarley's.
And the doctor hurried off the wounded to
the hospital to examine their hurts. Of those
tllat came back safe, twenty- two were wounded,

CI-IAPTER XV1,
'rI-IE, GARRISON RELIEVED.

I-IE blowing up of the miilc took

place on the 17th of April - a
memorable day, as it after\vards
turi~edout. For on that same clay
Colonel Kelly crossed the river unopposed ; the
enemy fled for good and all, and the road to
Chitral lay clear before him. On the 17th) also,
Umra Khan fought his last fight on his own
territory-his fair Jandol-where he had hurried
to oppose the march of General Low.
If the besieged in the fort could have known
it! But they knew nothing as yet. All they
knew was that their rations were getting lower
every day, that the men were sickening, that
their outlook was very, very dark.
On the 18th of April the enemy were so
quiet, it seemed as if the failure of their iniiling
plan had dejected them. So cunning were the
Jandolis, however, so brave, and so perseveringtlle Chritralis alone would have given up the
struggle long ago-that the garrison were more
than ever on the alert, fearing their very quietness meant some cunning dodge.
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T h e daylight diecl away, and darli night stole
Everything was ominously still. What
was happening ? What were they meditating
now ?
Sentries were postcd everywhere, and warned
to listcn to other soullds of mining.
I-Inggard eyes cschanged anxious glances,
arid seemed to ask, "How much longer can we'
bear this strain ? "
An omino~issilence reigned. Silence within,
silence without. IVhat did it portend ?
T h e besieged waited-prepared
for anything.
Thc enemy generally attnclicd before thc morning dawned.
Anxiously the officers went from post to post
to makc surc that all was wcll, encouraging thc
patient sentries and each other.
After the torn-tomming and the dill of yesterday, the silence seemed more impressive.
Nine o'clock, ten, eleven, dragged slowly by.
And at midnight a loud cry just outsidc the
walls of the fort made the blood of some of the
bravest curdle.
Every one was on the alert in an instant ; and
after the first minute's consternation, the cry was
found to be uttered by a singlc voice.
" News 1 " it sl~outed. "News ! Important
news I "
"What news ? " was the surprised question
from the fort.
A n d the answer came: "Sher Afzul is fled.
The Jandol Chiefs are fled. A British force from
Gilgit lies two marches away I "
011.
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Those that heard the voice loolted in woIldcrmcllt at each other.
Then one of the oficers, drawing -, deep breatll,
almost bitterly to his fellowstlThe news is too good to be true. ItPssome
~andolidodge."
((1don't believe a word of it," said another, witll
a sort of gasp.
"They want to entrap us into 1eavil1~the
fort," said a third.
And all the while the voice kept shouting out
tllrough the blaclc night :
" News ! News ! Important ncws ! "
Then suddenly Fateh-A!i-Shah, the Cllitrnli
noble who had helped the garrison to storc u p
all the grain before the siege began, called Gut
excitedly''I recognize the voice. I t is the voicc of
my brother ROOS~IUI~
! " A n d treinbling wit11
mingled hope and fear, he called out his brotbcr's
name.
li It is I, brother," answered the voicc.
"The
besiegers are fled, indced. Open to me."
As soon as the sentries received the wvo~.dof
con~mand,the gate was cautioruly opeiled nod
the man let in, when some of the officcrs
immediately recognized him as the brother of

Fatch-Ali-Shah.
The wondering officers crowded round him,
and heard the story from his lips again.
"The enemy," hc said, " knew that a relieving
force was near. Large bands of thern had gone
to opposc it at Nisa Gol, but were driven back."

" JLIS~
as we guessed!" was the excited exclamation.
"The force is said to be only two marches distant, and Sher AfzuI, as soon as the news was
confirmed, fled with the Janclol chiefs. And as
the darkness came on the men all stole away.
They have fled to the hills. T h e place is
deserted. Believe me."
The man was earnest enough, and sincere in
all he said. Fateh-Ali-Shah embraced his brothel;
while the tears rolled down his thin starved face.
The officers had had such a taste of Jandol
cunning, that they would not let theinselves bc
too sure of the good news. They could only
g?ze wonderingly at each other, their voices
faltering as they spoke, their hearts beating lilte
sledge-hammers.
"The place sounds deserted," cried onc, and
hope flashed in his suillten eye.
After an excited consultation, Townshend sent
out patrols, with instructions to go just round
about the fort very cautiously. They did so,
and came back to report that no one had
molested them. They had seen nothing of the
enemy. The place, indeed, appeared desertecl.
"So far, so good ! " cried Townshend. "Now
for the blessed daylight to prove the truth of
this."
They felt they had a right to hope. They
talked with flushed faces, eagerly, happily.
" I feel desperately hungry ! " suddenly exclaimed one of them.
Poor fellow, that was no new complaint !
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" I suggest a good square meal," said another.
The suggestion was unanimously hailed, and
the poor fellows sat clown all together for a good
feast of horse-flesh, revelling like schoolboys over
their large platefuls !
13ow they tallred and laughed! grew grave
again, and looked wonderingly at each other out
of their hollow eyes!
"I'm for a good sound sleep," said one, after
he had eaten as much as he could. " A long
bIessed sleep. I-Ieavens! how my eyes have
ached for sleep ! "
One and all became sleepy then, and lay
down blissfully to rest till the daylight dawned ;
but the eventful news had driven sleep away.
They might lie down and close their eyes, but
sleep they could not woo. The grim events
of those forty-six days kept passing through
their minds. It was impossible to sleep.
"I cnlz't sleep ! " an excited voice at length
broke. the silence. "But I believe I could eat
again."
I t was good to hear the laugh tliat greeted
this speech. T h e y had been strangers to laughter
so long.
At last t h e daylight brolre. It had seemed
long in coming. And Gurdon with a little band
went out t o reconnoitre, and find out whether the
blessed news was true, They passed the ruined
summer-house, empty and desolate now, but
still bearing traces of the bloody fight it had
witnessed only the day before yesterday. Not
a mall of t h e enemy was in sight*
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They reached the house where Sher Afiul
had taken up his quarters-deserted too ! The
village was forsaken ; even the women and
children had fled !
The news that Rooshun had brought was
quite true. Gurdon and his men carried baclc
the glad tidings, and a tremendous noise of
weeping and laughter greeted them. The fort
was in a commotion.
Tlle officers shoolc hands with the little Shujaul-Mullc, and the Chitralis there lcileeled before
him, calling him " Mehtar, " and shouting
" Victo~yI "
The Sepoys coilgratulated each otllcr with
smiles and tears ; some wept for their dead comrades who had not lived to see this day.
All in the fort ate hearty meals that day,
and thanked God for their wonderful deliverance.
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HONOUI<S POR TI-IE BRAVE.

N the afternoon of the next day the
gallant Kelly and his splendid
pioneers marched into Chitral.
What a meeting it was! With
tvhat emotion the relieving force loolced into thc
gaunt thin faces streaming out of the fort to
meet them! The British Agent, with h ~ sarrn
in a sling!
What heartfelt congratulations they c s changed ! Both sides had fought a bravc fight.
Tile garrison that had endured so much, and
resistcd so stoutly under such overwhelming
odds ! T h e relicving force that had conquered
not only human foes, but that had fought with
cold a n d snow and frost-bite, awful precipices,
great mountains, and dangerous gorges.
But the fight was over at last. The siege was
ended. T h e garrison was safe. Thirty-nine
men had becn killed ; sixty-two were wounded.
How much they had to talk about! Poor
Uaird's death, and the doctor's splendid courage I
The devotion and noble cndurance of the Sikhs!
could
" I f it had 11ot been for the Siltlls
never have held out. Thc enemy never caught
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a Sikh off guard. They saved the garrison," said
Townshend.
And then the new-comers had to be talten
over the fort. How interesting it all was now
that the danger was over! Then they had to
see the ruined summer-house, where the mine
had been blown up with such wonderful success
by the plucky young Harley.
Thank God, all was over at last!
And now the good news went flying on wires
all over the civilized world : " T h e garrison at
Chitral relieved ! " And every brave ma11 of
every brave nation talked with emotion of the
brave deeds done.
" Icelly's wonderful march ! " was in everybody's mouth.
The next day the British Agent gave up his
command to Colonel Kelly as senior officer, and
gave an address to the troops. H e said he
desired "to place on record his appreciation of
the admirable manner with which all ranks
fought and worked, and cheerfully endured
terrible hardships. Their bravery and fortitude
were beyond all praise, while their discipline
remained' unimpaired. The soldiers of the
Queen Empress and those of H.H. the
Maharajah of Icashmir fought side by side with
splendid devotion, and with admirable comradeship ; and the British Agent will ever remcrnber
with gratitude and heartfelt emotion their heroic
valour and resolution."
A few days later the British Agent heard from
the political officer with Sir Robert Lour's force-
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who, with an advanced party undcr Gcneral
Gatacre, had already arrived at Dir-that Sher
Afzul, with fiftee~l hundred men, had been
captured on the hills, and brought into Dir as
prisoners.
Umra Khan, the chief cause of all tlie trouble,
was never caught. I l e got away safely to Cabul,
and fled for protection to the Amir. And now
tlie Chitralis, humbled, abject, and dejected, came
slinking back in timid groups to their old homes.
Two officers from General Gatacre's brigade,
who rode on ahead and arrived in Chitral a
.week after the relief of the garrison, said that
tlie Chitralis they had passed on their ride
slunlt away at the sound of their horses' hoofs,
crouching and hiding whenever tliey came in
sight.
Poor creatures! If they had stuck to the
British at the beginning, and had !lelped them
to repulse Slier Afzul instead of going to his aid,
how mucli misery tliey would have saved themselves and their families! A fortnight after
Colonel ICellyls arrival, tlie advance brigade
from Dir marched i n ; and one quiet day it
little party stood bareheaded round the grave
just outside tlie main gate of the fort, and
Gcneral Gatacre read the Burial Service over the
body of the brave comrade they had laid to rest.
that first mernorablc day of tlie siege.
Later 011 one of the officers erected a stone
at its head, and with his own hands carved on
it the name of Captain Baird, with the date and
manner of his death.
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A week after that Sir Robert Low and his staff
arrived, and to him the British Agent introduced
the little Mehtar, Shuja-ul-Mulk. I t was a very
grand scene, as all S L I C ~scenes in India are. A
salute of thirteen gulls was fired in honour of
the occasion, and then the General addressed
the troops.
Our gracious Queen delights t o lionour all
brave men who in her service have accomplisl~ed
brave deeds. Many heroic deeds of valour were
performed by brave men during the Chitral
campaign.
Our interest a t present is centred on those
only that took part in the memorable siege, and
the gallant band that arrived in time t6 save
them.
All raulis in the garrison were given six
months' pay.
Colonel Kelly was made Companion of the
138th and Aide-de-camp t o the Queen, and his
officers members of the Distinguished Service
Order.
The British Agent became Sir George
Robertson, 1C.S.I.
Captain Townshcnd became Major Townshend,
C.B.
Captain Campbell, Lieutenant Gurdon, and
Lieutenant Harley were created Companions of
the Distinguished Service Order.
And Dr. Whitchurch got the reward that every
trave soldier covets most-the Victoria Cross.
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